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Craftsmanship
What sets Atlas 46 products apart from everything else? It is our high standards we hold every product to,
from the quality and durability of the raw goods used to hand craft our products, to the sewing techniques
used to make sure our product will last for years to come through some of the toughest working conditions.

FABRICS

1000D CORDURA® Nylon

Main fabric used in all of our pouches and bags due to it being one of the most abrasion resistant materials
on the market.

330D CORDURA® Nylon

All though this is a lighter weight, the abrasion resistance of this fabric is truly remarkable. Used as a
reinforcement on our Concord work shorts and pants for greater movement while still offering durability.

Mount Vernon Mills 88/12 Cotton Nylon Blend

Used in our Concord Work Shorts and Pants, the 88% cotton allows breath-ability and stretch to provide
comfort on the work site, while the 12% Nylon allows the fabric to have a strong and durable inner
structure so the material will hold up for many different jobs.

Diversitex 75/25 Cotton Nylon Blend

This fabric is used for our Forge Slick Side, and Lincoln Work Pants and Shorts. The 75% Cotton allows the
pants to breath while the 25% Nylon gives the material rigidity and strength.

PORON®

Dependable, breathable and flexible cushioning material that adds long-lasting performance and comfort.
Whether you need moisture management, antimicrobial protection, cushioning or high impact absorbing
performance, enhancing our Heavy Duty Knee Pads with PORON®.

SEWING
301 Lock-stitch

This is the most common stitch we use and it is done with a single needle. This stitch appears on basically
every product we manufacture. This stitch is used to attach different panels of fabric together. What makes
this stitch strong is that even if a single stitch is broken it will not unravel the entire length of the seam.

Back-tacking

Used at the beginning and end of any seam to reinforce the stitch it is accomplished by backtracking over
the stitch it self to double the amount of stitches at both ends of the seam which are typically stress points.

Bar-tacking

Reinforce any point on an item that is going to have constant stress on that stitch. It is accomplished by
making a stitch at a desired length then zig zagging back and forth over the stitch effectively locking it in.

Triple Chain Stitch

This stitch is used on the inseam of most of our apparel to join the front and rear panels together. The
reason we use this stitch is do to the fact that three different stitches would have to fail in order for the
panels to come apart which is highly unlikely. Most apparel companies only use a double chain stitch. We
want our apparel to last our customers for years to come.

Double Needle

Stitches on the binding of all of our products. The binding wraps around the raw edge of any material
panels to give it a clean look as well as reinforce the panels itself. We use the double needle to add extra
strength to the outside edge of our products.

Optimized Stitch Patterns

We use these types of stitches to add extra strength and reinforce handle or attachment points on our
products you will be able to recognize these stitches by a box with an X running through to the corners
of the box. This style of stitch allows for the surface area of the reinforcement to be greater and spread the
stress on the fabric out.

#70 Nylon Based Thread

The reason we use such a strong thread is because the weakest points of most sewn goods are the seams,
that is why we use this thread to reinforce the seams and we also only use the strongest stitching techniques
which is covered in the video below.

All the stitching we use in our products is to Mil-Spec standards which gives it the most strength possible.

AIMS™ Single Well Utility Pouch v2 .  . 17 Lanyard Anchor Strap .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 33 Hardcore Pry Bar 15”  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 46
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Clothing & WorkWear
FENTON FLANNEL
A46-FHF
The Fenton Flannel is designed for comfort, style, and function.
3 different color styles will help you have the same great function
without looking stagnant. Made out of rugged 9 oz, comfortable
flannel material with oversized dual front pockets to fit and organize
your large or small items.

BUNKER JEANS
A46-ABJ
Near, far, wherever you are, the Bunker Jeans are great for the job site, or
comfortable for everyday wear. Made with A-FLEX Denim, the Bunkers have
just enough stretch to keep your jeans from bunching or catching as you move.
Deepest pockets on the market! Easily fit your cell phone, wallet, and keys in
your pockets. Proudly made in the USA.

Features and Benefits

Features and Benefits

-- Heavyweight flannel material
-- Arm Sleeve pencil and glasses slots
-- Oversized Dual Front Pockets with double storage area
-- Sewn in beautiful Fenton, Missouri
-- 12 Custom Industrial Atlas 46 Buttons
-- Optional Magnetic Panel to fit easily into front pockets
Sizes

SM-XXL

-- Constructed with A-FLEX Denim, USA milled Denim with stretch
-- Deep front pockets with integrated cell phone pocket
-- Front pockets with depth of 10”
-- Coin pocket with dedicated pen slot
-- Pen slot great for carpenter pencils or tape measures
-- Reinforced, Triple-Seam inseam
-- Gusseted crotch for far superior flexibility
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Sizes (at 2” increments)

Colors

Brown/Orange, Red/Black, Blue/Gray

W: 30” - 46”
L: 28” - 38”

HUNTINGTON WORK SHIRT
A46-HNT
The Huntington Work Shirt is putting heavy duty to the test. Made of
rugged 88/12 cotton/nylon material to out perform any competitor
against rips, frays, and overall comfort. It uses #70 type Mil-Spec thread,
supplying sturdy reinforcement that would make the military proud. 12
custom industrial buttons and traditional style tail for a touch of class.

WHITTEMORE JEANS
A46-WHJ
The Whittemore’s are built for comfort, while pushing you forward with added
versatility to keep you working at your best. A-FLEX material for mobility and comfort.
Deepest pockets on the market! Added phone and knife pockets give you flexibility
with allowing you to easily carry a little bit extra. Proudly made in USA.
Features and Benefits

Features and Benefits

-- Manufactured from rugged 88/12 cotton/nylon material
-- #70 type MIL-SPEC thread for stronger reinforcement
-- Oversized Dual Front Pockets with double storage area
-- Pencil and safety glasses holder on the sleeve
-- 12 Custom Industrial Atlas 46 Buttons
-- Pleated back for optimum maneuverability
-- Double sew lines for maximum durability
-- Bartack stitching on all stress points
-- Hand Crafted in the USA

-- Constructed with A-FLEX Denim, USA milled Denim with stretch
-- Deep front pockets with interior pocket division
-- Folding knife pocket lined, also great for tape or multitools
-- Integrated cell phone pocket, can be used for pliers, screwdivers and other tools
-- Pen slot great for carpenter pencils or tape measures
-- Gusseted crotch for far superior flexibility
-- Coin pocket with pen slot
-- Front pockets with depth of 10”
-- Reinforced, Triple-Seam inseam
-- Hand crafted in the USA

SM-XXL

Sizes (at 2” increments)

Sizes

W: 30” - 46”
L: 28” - 38”

Colors

Khaki, Rust, Black
THE LANCASTER COAT
A46-LCJ
The shell of the coat is constructed of 330D Nylon Cordura
keeping it water and wind resistant. The sleeve cuffs eliminate
drafts of wind up the sleeves. Also, you can slide your thumbs
through the cuffs via two dexterous thumb holes.
Features and Benefits

-- G-Loft® SI Insulation to survive the harshest winters
-- 330D Cordura shields your body from wind and moisture
-- Tahoe Pocket Lining
-- 4-Way Stretch material maintains its shape and elasticity
-- 3 Exterior Zippered Pockets for a vast amount of storage
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Sizes

SM-XXL

Colors

Khaki, Black

CONCORD WORK PANTS
A46-CWP
Work pants that work for you! The Concord Work Pants are built to take on any job. Denim Twill plus
Cordura® reinforcement construction delivers a rugged pant for any job while comfortable for all day wear.
Features and Benefits

-- 88/12 Cotton/Nylon construction for superior comfort
-- Rugged 330D Cordura® at high wear spots
-- 1" wide belt loops with 2.25" opening for larger belts
-- Folding knife pocket lined with 330D Cordura® buffer
-- Integrated cell phone pocket
-- Twin, Cordura® lined hammer loops for preferential carry
-- Deep well pants pockets for keeping items in the pocket
-- 330D Cordura® cargo pockets with two tool slots on backside
-- Thirteen different pockets for organizing all your items
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Sizes (at 2” increments)

W: 30” - 46”
L: 28” - 38”
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Colors

Rust/Coyote
Earth/Coyote
Black/Black

Refer to www.ATLAS46.com for up to date pricing.
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CONCORD WORK SHORTS
A46-CWS
Don’t let the heat get you down! The CWS’s are built to withstand the
rigors of the work site while helping keep you cool. 88/12 Cotton/
Nylon Blend plus Cordura® reinforcement construction delivers a
rugged pair of shorts for any job while comfortable for all day wear.

FORGE SLICKSIDE PANTS
FORGE SLICKSIDE SHORTS
A46-FSS
A46-FSS
Feel the freedom with the new Forge SlickSide Pants. Freedom
of movement, freedom from being overloaded. Built with 75/25
A-Cotton/Nylon Weave Fabric, our SlickSides will hold up to the
conditions of the worksite and still be comfortable into the nightlife.

Features and Benefits

Features and Benefits

-- 88/12 Cotton/Nylon construction for superior comfort
-- Gusset for comfort
-- Rugged 330D Cordura® at high wear spots
-- 1” wide belt loops with 2.25” opening for larger belts
-- 330D Cordura® cargo pockets with two tool slots on backside
-- Folding knife pocket lined with 330D Cordura® buffer
-- Integrated cell phone pocket
-- Twin, Cordura® lined hammer loops for preferential carry
-- Deep well pockets for keeping items securely in the pocket
-- Thirteen different pockets for organizing all your items
-- Hand crafted in the USA
-- 100% Satisfaction Guarantee
Colors
Sizes (at 2” increments)
Earth/Coyote
W: 30” - 46”
Rust/Coyote
L: 13” inseam
Black/Black

-- 75/25 A-Cotton/Nylon Weave Fabric
-- 1” wide belt loops for belt stability
-- Belt loops with 2.25” opening for larger belts
-- Gusset for strength and comfort
-- 
Vertical slot pocket designs with anchor location for Nelson
Freedom Clip or pocket knife
-- Reinforced belt loops with ADAMS attachment points
-- Compatible with ADAMS System Pouches
-- Deep well pants pockets with integrated cell phone pocket
-- Coin Pocket
-- Hand crafted in the USA
-- Lifetime Warranty on craftsmanship and sewing
-- 1 Year Warranty on fabric materials

LINCOLN WORK PANTS
LINCOLN WORK SHORTS
A46-LNC
A46-LWS
Streamlined, Strong, and Comfortable is the best way to describe the Lincoln Work Pants. Designed with
fewer but deep functional pockets to carry the essentials you need to get the job done. Built with 75/25
A-Cotton/Nylon Weave Fabric hold up to the toughest of conditions while still being comfortable for all day
wear. Tri-Slot pockets, dual hammer loops, and deepest internal pockets will let you carry your essentials
without feeling overloaded. We guarantee these will be your favorite pair of work pants.

Sizes (at 2” increments)

W:30”-46”
L28”-38”

Colors

Khaki

Features and Benefits

-- 75/25 A-Cotton/Nylon Weave Fabric
-- 1” wide belt loops for belt stability
-- Belt loops with 2.25” opening for larger belts
-- Slim Tri-Slot pockets on both thighs
-- Gusset for strength and comfort.
-- Dual hammer loops for preferential carry
-- Deep well pants pockets with integrated cell phone pocket
-- Coin/Carpenters Pencil Pocket
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Sizes (at 2” increments)

W: 30” - 46”
L: 28” - 38”
Shorts: Length- 12”

Colors

Khaki
Olive

SWAMP FOX BIBS
A46-CTB
Whether on the site or at home, the Swamp Fox Bibs will have you covered.
Durable Cordura® construction protects you and your clothes from the
elements.
Features and Benefits

-- Rugged 330 Denier wind/water/abrasion resistant Cordura® construction
-- Designed to be worn as an outer layer, protecting your favorite jeans
-- Nylon Construction does not absorb water like cotton does, making it easy
to wash off unwanted debris
-- Adjustable elastic shoulder straps
-- Main front zipper with dual sliders for ease of access
-- Two zippered chest pockets with front expanding utility pockets
-- Cargo and butt pockets with hook and loop flap closure
-- Patent pending Knee Pad alignment system
-- Velcro adjust tightening strap at leg bottom to keep out snow and brush
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Sizes

Colors

Torso (Chest, Hip)
Black
S: (34” - 36”, 35” - 37”)
Coyote
M: (38” - 40”, 39” - 41”)
MultiCam®
L: (42” - 44”, 43” - 45”)
XL: (46” - 48”, 47” - 49”)
2XL: (50” - 52”, 51” - 53”)
Length: 28” - 44” (at 2” increments)
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SWAMP FOX OVER SHELL PANTS
A46-OSP
Swamp Fox Over Shell Pants are built to take on any job. Cordura® construction
provides a windproof/water resistant layer to help protect you from the elements.
Features and Benefits

-- Rugged 330 Denier wind/water/abrasion resistant Cordura® construction
-- Designed to be worn as outer layer, protecting your favorite pair of jeans
-- Nylon Construction does not absorb water like cotton does, making it easy to
wash off unwanted debris
-- Folding knife pocket lined with 330D Cordura® buffer
-- Integrated cell phone pocket
-- Zippered legs for easy donning over boots
-- Front expanding utility pockets
-- Velcro adjust tightening strap at leg bottom
-- Patent pending Knee Pad alignment system
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Colors

Black
Coyote
MultiCam®

Sizes (at 2” increments)

W: 30” - 46”
L: 28” - 44”

HAT - MESH FLEX
A46-HMF
Show off your Atlas 46® support with this modern hat evoking
a vintage look with worn-in details and breathable mesh.
Features and Benefits

-- Structure: Structured
-- Profile: Mid
-- Closure: Stretch fit
-- 
Fabric: 100% cotton twill front panels and bill; 85/15
spandex mesh mid and back panels
Sizes			

Weight

S/M (6 7/8 - 7 ¼)		
M/L (7 1/8 - 7 ½)
L/XL (7 3/8 - 7 ¾)

.1 lbs.

HAT - TWILL UNSTRUCTURED
A46-HTU
Show off your A46® support with this low profile twill cap;
adjustable with a hook/loop closure.
Features and Benefits

T SHIRT - RATHER BE FENCING
A46-TS-RBF
Casual, comfortable and loose fitting, the RBF will quickly become one of
your favorites. Made from 100% preshrunk cotton, it wears well on anyone.

-- Structure: Unstructured
-- Profile: Low
-- Closure: Hook and loop
-- Fabric: 100% cotton twill

Features and Benefits

-- Ultra-soft 100% Ring-spun cotton feels great against your skin
-- Convenient 5-point pocket accents upper left chest
-- Non-chafe fabric taping reinforces neck and shoulders
-- Lay Flat rib-knit collar keeps its shape wash after wash
-- Durable double stitching trims sleeves and bottom hem
-- Full cut provides roomier fit
-- Long and Short sleeve versions
Sizes (Chest, Body Length)

SM (34-36”, 28”)
MD (38-40”, 29”)
LG (42-44”, 30”)
XL (46-48”, 31”)
2XL (50-52”, 33”)
T SHIRT - BUILDING TOUGH
A46-TS-SHIELD-SS
Ready to feel the comfort of freedom? To lavish in the sweet embrace of Lady Liberty?! Then look no further.
Be ready to feel the approving gaze of George Washington as you show your pride in American Made.
Features and Benefits

-- 5.4 oz., preshrunk cotton construction
-- Heather Royal Blue: 4.2 oz., 50/50 cotton/polyester
-- Shoulder to shoulder taping
-- Double-needle stitched sleeves and bottom hem
-- 1” fashion collar
-- Front chest pocket (Black & Chartreuse)
-- USA made shirt
Sizes (Chest, Body Length)

SM (34-36”, 26”)
MD (38-40”, 28”)
LG (42-44”, 29”)
XL (46-48”, 30”)
2XL (50-52”, 31”)
3XL (54-56”, 32”)
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Colors

Black
Chartruese
Blue

Size		

One size fits most

Weight

.1 lbs.

HAT - LICENSED CAMO
A46-HLC
Show off your Atlas 46 support with this mid profile twill cap; with
adjustable hook/loop closure.
Features and Benefits

-- Fabric: 100% cotton twill
-- Licensed camo with black undervisor
-- Structured with pre-curved visor
-- Profile: Mid
-- Closure: Hook and loop
-- Made in the USA
Size

One size fits most
Colors

RealTree™ AP
RealTree™ Max-4
Mossy Oak® Break-Up

Max-4

Break-Up

AP

HAT - FLEECE BEANIE EMBROIDERED
A46-HBE
Show off your Atlas 46 support with this fleece lined stretch beanie with classic
cuff.
Colors
Features and Benefits

-- Fabric: 100% acrylic
-- Soft fleece liner
-- Atlas logo embroidered on front
-- USA flag embroidered on back
-- Made in the USA

Black
Charcoal
Gray
Hunter Green
Orange

Size

One size fits most
Refer to www.ATLAS46.com for up to date pricing.
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24/7 COMFORT TUFF KNEE PADS
A46-KP
24/7 Comfort-Tuff™ Knee Pads bring all day comfort and protection when
kneeling is a must. The knee pads are designed to be easily put on and then
forgotten, no need to keep readjusting for a proper fit.

GAUNTLET ARM PROTECTORS
A46-GAP
Gauntlet Arm Protectors pick up where gloves leave off. They are perfect
for any job where scrapes and scratches are unavoidable.
Features and Benefits

-- Rugged 1000D Cordura® double layered construction
-- Spacer mesh lined cuff and interior helps absorb sweat while working
-- Loop panel for attaching AIMS™ Magnetic Panels
-- Forearm elastic keeps gauntlet snug for one handed donning
-- Secure hook and loop closure
Colors
-- Tapered cut fits to forearm
Black
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Coyote
MultiCam®

Features and Benefits

-- Removable foam for easy cleaning or addition of more padding
-- Upper elastic keeps knee cup secured tight, limiting debris collected
-- Rugged high abrasion nonslip Trelleborg on front
-- Elastic straps with hook and loop closure
Colors
-- Impact resistant closed cell foam padding
Black
-- Plastic knee cup for added protection
Coyote
-- Hand crafted in the USA
MultiCam®
Sizes Small Standard
HEAVY DUTY KNEE PADS WITH PORON®
A46-KP-LRG-1.5HL
The Heavy Duty Knee Pads improve upon our Standard Knee Pads. Larger surface area and amazing impact
resistant Poron padding provide superior comfort and cushion while working. The knee pads are designed
to be easily put on and then forgotten, no need to keep readjusting for a proper fit.
Features and Benefits

-- Removable foam for easy cleaning or addition of more padding
-- Upper elastic keeps knee cup secured tight, limiting debris collected
-- Rugged high abrasion nonslip Trelleborg on front
Colors
-- Elastic straps with hook and loop closure
Black
-- Impact resistant 1” Poron padded insert
Coyote
-- Plastic knee cup for added protection
-- Hand crafted in the USA
KNEE PADS + SHIN PROTECTION
A46-KNSP
Shin Protection. Superior Comfort. Impact Resistant. Keep your shins and knees protected when working
in climbing environments. Built with high grade hypalon non-slip front and impact resistant closed cell
foam padding. Back straps are angled perfectly for protection and comfort.
Features and Benefits

-- Removable foam for easy cleaning or addition of more padding
-- Angled upper elastic keeps knee cup secured tight, limiting debris collected
-- Extended length protects shins when on a ladder
-- Impact resistant closed cell foam padding
Colors
-- Plastic knee cup for added protection
Black
-- Elastic straps with hook/loop closure
Coyote
-- Rugged high abrasion nonslip
MultiCam®
-- Hand crafted in the USA

SWAMP FOX GAITERS
A46-CTG
24/7 Comfort-Tuff™ Gaiters are snug, flexible fit protection no matter the
weather. Streamlined and durable, the CTG not only help keep the wet out, but
also prevent snow, mud and other debris from getting in your boots.
Features and Benefits

-- Rugged 330D Cordura® construction
-- Contoured design for “true to form” fit
-- Offset cinch strap at top for comfort when kneeling
-- Double layer abrasion/water resistant nylon body for durability
-- Full length hook and loop closure for secure all day wear
-- Fully adjustable and removable under-boot Trelleborg strap
-- Hand crafted in the USA

THE ULTIMATE BOOT BAG
A46-TUBB

Going to the big rodeo this weekend? Afraid your
special “going out” boots will be too dusty before you
arrive?! Well no more worries! The Ultimate Boot Bag
is here to save the day! Your Pirarucu Boots will be the
envy of all the other men! Yee-Haw!!
Features and Benefits

-- 1000D Cordura® construction to last a lifetime
-- Interior lining to help protect finish
-- TUBB can be split into two sections for storage in luggage
(connected via side release buckles)
-- Dual carry handles for ease of carry
-- Great for work boots to keep mess contained
-- Exterior flapped pouches to carry shoe care items
-- Hand crafted in the USA

Features and Benefits
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Black
Coyote
MultiCam®

SM/MED
LG/XL

OVER SHELL MITTENS
A46-OSM
24/7 Comfort-Tuff™ Over Shell Mittens provide flexible fit protection no matter
the weather. Designed as an over shell for liner gloves, the OSM help keep the
wet out while allowing your insulated gloves to breathe.
-- Rugged 330D Cordura® construction
-- Pull cord at fingertips and pull tabs at forearm for easy donning and doffing
-- Ladder lock wrist cinch, forearm bungee cinch with one handed release cord
lock
-- Contoured design for “true to form” fit
-- Abrasion and water resistant nylon body for durability
-- Fleece lined interior with nonslip Trelleborg palm
-- Hand crafted in the USA

Colors

Sizes

Colors

Black
Coyote
MultiCam®

Colors

Black
Coyote
MultiCam®

Refer to www.ATLAS46.com for up to date pricing.
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CHEST RIGS/VESTS
AIMS™ SARATOGA VEST
A46-ASV
The AIMS™ Saratoga Vest is redefining workwear. Arrange your gear as you want on a durable platform that
is breathable. Heavy Duty mesh construction allows for better airflow as compared on normal closed fabric
vests. Plus with the AIM System™, you get in and out carrying only what you need. *Hydration bladders
and belt sold separately
Features and Benefits
-- Rugged mesh construction for breathability
-- Adjustable shoulders with loop for attaching hook patches and panels
-- Adjustable side straps for proper wear
-- 2 zippered chest pockets for cell phone, note pad or similar items
-- 2 zippered torso pockets for larger items
-- Chest loop panels for attaching hook patches and panels
-- Three straps of AIMS™ webbing to arrange pouches how you want
-- Slip pocket on interior back for use with hydration bladders
-- Routing strips for placing hydration line at personal preference
-- Rugged YKK zipper for easy donning and doffing
-- Attached belt loops for anchoring to 2” work belt
-- Hand crafted in the USA
-- One Size Fits Most
-- Hi-Viz Available!!
Size

26”-62”w
21”-38”h

Features and Benefits

-- Rugged 1000D Cordura® construction
-- Padded shoulder harness for comfort
-- Shoulder straps with exterior loop for the addition of Suspender Attachment
pouches
-- Adjustable back and waist straps for proper wear
-- Zippered pocket for cell phone or note pad
-- Multiple pocket sizes accommodate a variety of tools
·· JMA-CP: Triple front cargo pockets with covered flaps, with slip pockets
located behind
-- Hammer loops with AIMS™ webbing on each hip for preferential carry
-- Center chest AIMS™ attachment point with loop for adding pouch, hook
patches, or AIMS™ Magnetic Panels
-- 
Slotted webbing for attachment of add on AIM™ System pouches
and platforms
-- Pockets on inside of Chest Rig for gloves, rags, etc.
-- Hand crafted in the USA
-- Hi-Viz Available!!

Black
Coyote
MultiCam®
Chartruese
Orange

-- Rugged mesh construction for breathability
-- Adjustable shoulders with loop for attaching hook patches and
panels
-- Adjustable side straps for proper wear
-- Daisy chain at chest for holding anchor hooks
-- 2 zippered torso pockets for larger items
-- 3 straps of AIMS™ webbing to arrange pouches how you want
-- Slip pocket on interior back for use with hydration bladders
-- Routing strips for placing hydration line at personal preference
-- Rugged YKK zipper for easy donning and doffing
-- Attached belt loops for anchoring to 2” work belt
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Colors
-- One Size Fits Most
Black
-- Hi-Viz Available!!
Coyote
Size
MultiCam®
26”-62”w
Chartruese
21”-38”h
Orange
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JOURNEYMAN CHEST RIG V2
A46-JMA-V2
A46-JMA-CP-V2

Colors

ASV - FALL HARNESS COMPATIBLE
A46-ASV-FRH
The ASV-FRH takes our revolutionary Saratoga and adds the ability
to use it jointly with a fall restraint harness. Keep your gear secured
and at the ready even while working up high. Heavy Duty mesh
construction allows for better airflow as compared on normal closed
fabric vests. Plus with the AIM System™, you get in and out carrying
only what you need. *Hydration bladders and belt sold separately.
**This is designed to fit over your harness and is NOT the harness
itself**
Features and Benefits

JOURNEYMAN Chest RigS

The Journeyman Chest Rigs Line is a true taskmaster aprons. Built for any job, big or small: the entire line
will withstand the vigorous punishment the professional in the field demands. Whether you want added
mess protection or not, open pocket design or closed, the Journeyman will have you covered.

Size

10.5”w (top)
23.5”w (bottom)
20.5”h
32” - 50” Waistband
JOURNEYMESH™ V2 PLUS
A46-JMA-PLUS-M-CP
A46-JMA-PLUS-M
Features and Benefits

-- Rugged 1000D Cordura® construction
-- Padded shoulder harness for comfort
-- Shoulder straps with exterior loop for the addition of Suspender Attachment
pouches
-- Extended drape protects pants front from any splatters or spills
-- Adjustable back and waist straps for proper wear
-- Zippered pocket for cell phone or note pad
-- Multiple pocket sizes accommodate a variety of tools
·· JMA-CP: Triple front cargo pockets with covered flaps, with slip pockets
located behind
-- Dual hammer loop with AIMS™ webbing on each hip for preferential carry
-- Center chest AIMS™ attachment point with loop for adding pouch, hook
patches, or AIMS™ Magnetic Panels
-- 
Slotted webbing for attachment of add on AIM™ System pouches
and platforms
-- Pockets on inside of Chest Rig for gloves, rags, etc.
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Size

10.5”w (top)
23.5”w (bottom)
32.5”h
32” - 50” Waistband

Refer to www.ATLAS46.com for up to date pricing.

Colors

Black
Coyote
MultiCam®
Chartruese
Orange
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JOURNEYMESH™ CHEST RIG
A46-JMA-M A46-JMA-M-CP
The JourneyMESH™ Apron is a take off our Journeyman Apron but mesh
base for improved airflow.
Features and Benefits

PHEONIX PRO-FLEX™ CHEST RIG
A46-PPFCR
The Pheonix Pro-Flex™ Chest Rig helps you end any job right. With multiple pockets and AIMS™ platforms,
the PPFCR is adjustable to fit your needs.
Features and Benefits

-- Rugged 1000D Cordura® construction for pockets
-- Mesh base for breathability in warmer weather.
-- Spot for heating and cooling packs
-- Padded shoulder harness for comfort with loop for attaching AIMS™
Magnetic Panels
-- Adjustable back and waist straps for proper wear
-- Zippered pocket for cell phone or note pad with slots for multiple sized
pencils
-- Chest AIMS™ strap with loop for attaching pouches of hook panels
-- Multiple pocket sizes accommodate a variety of tools
·· JMA-CP: Triple front cargo pockets with covered flaps, with slip
pockets located behind
-- Front pockets have interior webbing to hold tools upright in pocket
-- Dual hammer loop with AIM™ webbing on each hip
-- Slotted SCUBA webbing for attachment of add on AIM™ System
pouches and platforms
-- Lanyard anchor “D” ring for quick attach of items
-- Pockets on inside of chest rig for gloves, rags, etc.
-- Hand crafted in the USA
-- Hi-Viz Available!!

SAM RYAN LIBERTY STAINING APRON
A46-LSA
This new apron is comfortable, functional and built for hard working
women. Designed in conjunction with Sam Ryan of SamRyan Designs,
a leader in custom-made furniture, home decor and Interior design,
combined with the craftsmanship you would expect from Atlas 46.

Size

Features and Benefits

10.5”w (top)
23.5”w (bottom)
20.5”h
32” - 50” Waistband

Colors

Black
Coyote
Orange

JOURNEYMAN SPLIT LEG APRON
A46-JSL-CP
Independent thigh coverage brings added mobility and mess protection to the Journeyman Apron line. Leg
straps on the back can be worn to move the apron with you, or worn undone to keep the apron loose. Cargo
style flapped pockets help eliminate debris build up while working.
Features and Benefits

-- Rugged 1000D Cordura® construction
-- Padded shoulder harness for comfort
-- Split Leg allows greater movement and provides mess protection
-- Adjustable thigh straps to keep the apron close to legs
-- Shoulder straps with exterior loop for the addition of Suspender
Attachment pouches and magnetic panels
-- Extended drape protects pants front from any splatters or spills
-- Adjustable back and waist straps for proper wear
-- Zippered pocket for cell phone or note pad
-- Triple front cargo pockets with covered flaps, & slip pockets behind
-- Dual hammer loop with AIMS™ webbing for preferential carry
-- Center chest AIMS™ attachment point with loop for adding pouch
or hook patches
-- “D” rings with hide pockets to hang apron or attach carry strap
-- Slotted webbing for attachment of add on AIMS™ pouches
-- Pockets on inside of apron for gloves, rags, etc.
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Size

10.5”w (top)
23.5”w (bottom)
38”h
32” - 50” Waistband
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Colors

Black
Coyote

-- Rugged 1000D Cordura® construction
-- Padded shoulder harness for comfort
-- Adjustable back and waist straps for proper wear
-- 26”-38” size waist strap makes it ideal for women or smaller individuals
-- Zippered pocket for cell phone or note pad
-- Multiple pocket sizes accommodate a variety of tools or fasteners
-- Dual hammer loop with AIMS™ webbing for preferential carry
-- Chest AIMS™ with loop to add pouch, patches, or AIMS™ Magnetic Panels
-- Pockets on inside of Chest Rig for gloves, rags, etc.
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Colors
Black
Size
Coyote
10.5”w (top) - 18”w (bottom)
MultiCam®
20.5”h

-- Available in 75/25 Nylon/Cotton blend and 88/12 Cotton/Nylon
blend - both durable twill materials
-- Lined back and pockets with 330D Cordura which is one of the
most abrasion resistant fabrics on the market and prevents staining
-- Genuine Leather that lasts a lifetime
-- Snap Hook triggers for easy donning and doffing
-- Large front pocket that’s big enough to hold a cell phone
-- Horizontal pencil slots
-- Removable skirt allowing for 2 lengths
-- Leather corners at the bottom pockets are there are a reinforcement
for our Nelson Freedom Clip
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Sizes				Colors

Small: 27” - 30”; Medium: 30”- 36”
Large: 38” - 48”			

Black
Olive

APRON TOOL POUCH
A46-ATP
A truly versatile piece, the Atlas 46® Apron Tool Pouch, is your go-to
platform that is suited for any job. The ATP is designed to be a quick grab
accessory for carrying anything that is needed to get the job done.
Features and Benefits

-- Rugged, double layer 1000D Cordura® construction for durability
-- Dual hammer loops with AIMS™ webbing for preferred carry
-- Lanyard anchor D ring for quick attach of items
-- A
 IM™ System webbing for attachment of pouches and platforms
-- Integrated 1 1/2” adjustable quick release belt buckle
-- Multiple pocket sizes accommodate a variety of tools
-- Pockets on inside of apron for gloves, rags, etc.
-- Mil. Spec. webbing and hardware
-- Hand crafted in the USA

Sizes						Colors

S/M Belt fits 26” - 40” waist L/XL Belt fits 42” - 54” waist
Refer to www.ATLAS46.com for up to date pricing.

Black, Coyote, MultiCam®
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CHESAPEAKE BUCKET APRON SERIES
A46-CBA
Option 1 of the Chesapeake Series features
3 medium sized cargo pockets.
Option 2 features 2 strips of AIM
²S to
attach job specific AIMS pouches or
MOLLE pouches.
Option 3 Features 3 medium open pockets
with Pro-Flex wiring technology.
Option 4 Features a combination of 1 open
pocket with 2 cargo pockets on each side.
Every option is made out of a heavy duty
abrasion resistant 1000D Cordura, and
has a strip of Hypalon on the top of the
backside of the apron to prevent slipping
while attached to the bucket. You can use
two seperate aprons with each bucket
for even more customization. With 2
adjustable strap options you can transfer
the apron from your bucket to your waist.
Features and Benefits				Colors

-- Rugged, double layer 1000D Cordura construction for durability
Black
-- Slip resistant Hypalon					Coyote
-- 1.5” Adjustable Belt					MultiCam®
-- 1.5” S.R. Buckles
-- Hand crafted in the USA
®

TETHER LANYARD ANCHOR
A46-SW-TLA
Choose where you want to attach your lanyards at! The Tether lanyard
attaches to the chest rig shoulders, our suspenders, or any of the AIMS
webbing giving you the freedom to move it about as needed. Pair it
with the Tool Tether Lanyard to securely tie down your tools while
working.
Features and Benefits

-- Rugged Brass “D” Ring attachment point
-- Hook and Loop securement attaches to the CTS, JMA, or any AIMS webbing
-- Hand crafted in the USA

HYDRAPAK HYDRATION BLADDER
A46-HHB
Hydrapak’s™ reversible reservoir construction and enhanced durability with
60% thicker TPU. The revolutionary design allows users to easily maintain
cleanliness and the patented wide slide top opening allows for fast filling
and secure seal. To clean, simply slide open, reach in, reverse, and rinse.
Features and Benefits

-- Slide-Seal™ Top - opens wide and seals tight
-- Surge™ Valve - silicone, 45 degree, high flow bite-valve with twist shut off
-- Protective dust cover
-- Hydrafusion™ Tube–ballistic TPU extrusion to insulate and protect
-- Plug-N-Play™ Connector - quick disconnect for convenient tube removal
-- Can be frozen or filled with warm water (max temp 140°F / 60°C)
-- Inline filtration compatible
-- Reversible and anti-microbial to prevent bacteria & mold
-- 100% BPA and PVC Free
-- Durable, built for a lifetime of tough use, No-Leak™ Lifetime Guarantee
-- TAA Compliant
MIDNIGHT PATCHES
A46-MRP
Inspired by the famous ride of Dawes, Prescott, and
Revere, the Midnight patches attach to your Atlas
46 gear for visibility day or night. Order any of our
standard designs, or contact us for custom patches.
Features and Benefits

-- Cordura construction with MILSPEC glo
-- Patented Technology
Colors
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Black
Size
Coyote
4”w x 2”h
ADJUSTABLE PADDED BELT
A46-APB
The AIMS™ Padded Belt (Patent Pending) is a lightweight, heavy-duty platform that is built to support not
just your rig, but you also. Sturdy construction, plus an expandable design, ensures a reliable belt to handle
your needs.
Features and Benefits

Colors

Black
Coyote

-- Lightweight, comfortable design for all day wear
-- Rugged double layer 1000D Cordura® construction with Mil-Spec webbing and hardware
-- 3/8” closed cell foam plus stiffeners provide support and protect from twisting or sagging under load
-- Effortlessly integrates with AIM™ System, delivering countless load out options
-- Adjustable wing design and lacing system strongly and securely holds wings in place
-- Dual convenient pull handles for easier donning and doffing
-- Interior elastic cummerbund for a supportive, snug fit
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Sizes

CHEST RIG BELT TETHER
A46-CRBT-1
Tired of your apron sagging forward under loaded down weight? Use the CRBT to tether your
apron to the back loop on your CWP’s or any belt loop.
Features and Benefits

-- CRBT tethers your apron to the back loop on your CWP’s or any belt loop
-- 1” Poly-webbing construction
-- Die cast 1” trigger snap hook
-- Hand crafted in the USA
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REG: 28”-38”
LRG: 40”-48”
Colors

Black
Coyote
MultiCam®

Refer to www.ATLAS46.com for up to date pricing.
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Build Your Own
RIGID TOOL BELT
A46-RTB

The Rigid Tool Belt is a lightweight, tough platform that is built to
support your duty rig. Sturdy construction throughout ensures a
reliable belt to handle your needs.

AIMS™ MAIN TOOL ATTACHMENT V2
A46-AMTAP-V2
The AMTAP lets you adapt your rig to the needs of each new job. With
nine spots for equipment and AIM™ System webbing, the AMTAP will
have you covered.

Features and Benefits

Features and Benefits

-- Lightweight, comfortable design for all day wear
-- Adjustable hook and loop closure with side release buckle
reinforcement
-- Effortlessly integrates with AIM™ System, delivering countless
load out options
-- Interior belt-length loop keeps AIMS™ pouches and platforms in place
-- Durable dual layer SCUBA webbing, quadruple stitched construction
-- Triple slots to adjust retention strap position
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Sizes

S: 28”-30” M: 32”-34” L: 36”-38” XL: 40”-42” 2XL: 44”-46”

Colors

Black, Coyote

STANDARD UTILITY BELT
A46-SUB
The Standard Utility Belt is your go to quick job belt.
Whenever you need a pouch but don’t want to wear the
full rig, the 2” A46-SUB will provide a stable base to have
you covered.
Features and Benefits

-- Lightweight, comfortable design for all day wear
-- Adjustable slide on buckle to obtain exact fit
-- Loop lined belt interior keeps AIMS™ pouches from sliding around
-- Durable triple layer, triple stitched construction
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Sizes

Colors

S: 28”-34”
M: 36”-42”
L: 44”-50”

Black
Coyote

24/7 COMFORT-TUFF™ BELT
A46-SAB
24/7 Comfort-Tuff™ Belt proves sometimes simpler is better. By removing the buckle, the SAB (Simple Ass
Belt) offers superior comfort with a more natural fit.
Features and Benefits

-- Lightweight, comfortable design for all day wear
-- Convenient hook and loop closure
-- Durable four layer, triple stitched construction
-- Buckle free design will not scratch, dent or mar surfaces
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Sizes

28”-52” (at 2” increments)

Colors

Black, Coyote

BUCKLED BELT
A46-CBB
24/7 Comfort-Tuff™ Buckled Belt proves sometimes simpler is better. With an adjustable slide and side
release buckle, the CBB offers a snug, natural fit.
Features and Benefits

-- Lightweight, comfortable design for all day wear
-- Adjustable slide on buckle to obtain exact fit
-- Durable four layer, triple stitched construction
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Sizes

S: 28”-34” M: 36”-42” L: 44”-50”
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Colors

Black, Coyote, MultiCam®

-- Quick Drop Bottom with smart release hook and loop for easy clean out
-- Pro Flex with dual 12 gauge wire allows AMTAP-V2 to mold into
multiple positions to secure tools and fasteners
-- A
 IM™ Systemfor the addition of pouches and platforms
-- Fits up to 2” belts via AIM™ System attachment
-- Rear pouch-wide pocket to hold larger shaped items
-- Seven individual Hi-Viz tool sections plus large main compartment
-- Bottom lined with Mil-Spec Nylon for protection from sharp objects
-- Quick tool slot at top of pouch
-- Rugged 1000D Cordura® construction to last a lifetime
-- Size: 10”w x 4”d x 12.5”h
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Colors
-- Lifetime Guarantee
Black, Coyote, MultiCam®
AIMS™ SCREW & NAIL ATTACHMENT V2
A46-ASNAP-V2
AIMS™ Screw and Nail Attachment Pouch is your sidekick on the site.
Two large dump pouches for nails, screws or whatever is needed, plus
AIM™ System webbing, makes the ASNAP an invaluable accessory.
Features and Benefits

-- Pro Flex with dual 12 gauge copper wire allows ASNAP to mold into
multiple positions to secure tools and fasteners
-- Reinforced webbing for increased durability and carrying capacity
-- Quick Drop Bottom with smart release hook and loop for easy clean out
-- Triple layered base to hold heavy duty screws, nails, or fasteners
-- A
 IM™ System webbing wrapped around the front for the addition of
pouches and platforms
-- Fits up to 2” belts via AIM™ System attachment
-- Chamber with angled stitching to keep your square in place
-- Dual slotted pockets behind quick square for additional storage
-- Quick tool slot at top of pouch
-- Rugged 1000D Cordura® construction to last a lifetime
-- Mil-Spec Nylon in dump pouches for protection from nails and screws
-- Dual size pencil slot for long or short pencils
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Colors
-- Lifetime Guarantee
Black, Coyote, MultiCam®
AIMS™ SINGLE WELL UTILITY POUCH V2
A46-ASWUP-V2
AIMS™ Single Well Utility Pouch v2 brings new updates to an already
amazing product. The ASWUP was updated with Pro Flex wiring for
adjustable opening. New Quick Clean bottom for easy clearing. Large dump
pouch for nails, screws or any parts necessary. The AIM System™ webbing on
the exterior, makes the ASWUP a perfect accessory.
Features and Benefits

-- AIMS™ webbing for the addition of pouches and platforms
-- Fits up to 2” belts via AIM™ System attachment
-- Chamber with angled stitching to keep your square in place
-- Rugged 1000D Cordura® construction to last a lifetime
-- Mil-Spec Nylon in dump pouch for protection from sharp objects
-- Lanyard Anchor Strap (A46-LAS) included to attach Tape Lanyard Strap
-- 12 gauge copper wire to keep bag stable and hold tools in place
-- Hand crafted in the USA
-- Lifetime Guaranteeantee
Refer to www.ATLAS46.com for up to date pricing.

Colors

Black, Coyote, MultiCam®
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NAIL POUCH INSERT WITH FLAPS
A46-NPI

NAIL POUCH INSERT WITH FLAPS
A46-NPF

The Nail Pouch Inserts easily hold your nail strips upright and in place while you
work. Two sets of stacks are always at the ready to reload. NPF has flap closures
that come over to keep your sleeves secured, and can be laced in the back when
not needed.
Features and Benefits

-- 3” Mil-Spec nylon construction
Colors
-- Flap closures with two stay lengths depending on nail sleeve size (NPF only)
Black
-- Rugged double layer construction to last a lifetime
Coyote
-- Semi-rigid design holds shape while empty
-- Dual pockets can accommodate strips up to 3.25” width
-- Hand crafted in the USA
AIMS™ HAMILTON WOODWORKER
A46-AHW
AIMS™ Hamilton Woodworker was developed in conjunction with one of our experts, Brian MacAllister.
Dedicated block plane slot, slotted webbing for vertical tool organization, and 3 AIMS™ attachment points
to customize your rig as needed. The AHW is a compact pouch that will adjust to fit your needs.

AIMS™ 2” MAGNETIC PANEL
A46-A2MP
The AIMS™ 2” Magnetic Panel is a versatile, low profile platform able to quickly hold
screws, nails, drill bits, small tools or other items when you need a free hand. The
A2MP is a third hand to help you out when needed.
Features and Benefits

-- AIM™ System quick attach for mounting without removing belt; fits up to 2” belts
-- Removable magnet panel with hook backing to attach directly to the 24/7 ComfortTuff™ Suspenders, Chest Rigs, or Gauntlets
-- Two neodymium magnets to hold smaller items in place
-- Low profile design to keep items close yet out of the way while working
-- Rugged construction to last a lifetime
-- Patent pending design
-- Hand crafted in the USA

Colors

Black
Coyote
MultiCam®

Features and Benefits

-- AIMS™ quick attach for mounting without removing belt; fits up to 2” belts
-- Three AIMS™ webbing for attachment of additional pouches
-- Dual slotted webbing to hold combo square
-- Main pouch lined with slotted webbing to vertically hold tools
-- Main webbing slot to hold block plane in place
-- Back stiffener insert to maintain shape
-- Rugged construction to last a lifetime
Colors
-- Four pencil slots
Black
-- Slide channel for quick hold
Coyote
-- Patent pending design
-- Hand crafted in the USA

AIMS™ KNOX SPEED SQUARE POUCH
A46-AKSP
Do you always lose your Speed Square, bouncing between the saw and the
project? The Knox Speed Pouch has a spot for your speed square, tape measure,
carpenters pencils as well as 3 AIMS™ attachment points. Using the AIMS™,
attach directly to your belt or any of your AIMS™ gear.
Features and Benefits

-- AIMS™ quick attach for mounting without removing belt; fits up to 2” belts
-- 1000D Cordura® construction
-- 3 AIMS™ Attachment points to add other pouches
Colors
-- High abrasion resistant webbing
Black
-- Rugged construction to last a lifetime
Coyote
-- Rigid design holds shape while empty
-- Hand crafted in the USA
AIMS™ WASHINGTON EXECUTIVE POUCH
A46-AWEP
Carry just what you need as you move around job sites everyday. The AWEP gets
you going with just the essentials; phone, multitool, flashlight, and tape measure.
Features and Benefits

-- AIMS™ quick attach for mounting without removing belt; fits up to 2” belts
-- Convenient hook/loop closure to secure your phone, multitool, and flashlight
-- High abrasion resistant webbing to stand up to everyday use
-- 330D Cordura® construction
-- Rugged construction to last a lifetime
Colors
-- Semi-rigid design holds shape while empty
Black
-- Patent pending design
Coyote
-- Hand crafted in the USA
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AIMS™ 3” MAGNETIC PANEL
A46-A3MP
The AIMS™ 3” Magnetic Panel is a versatile, low profile platform able to
quickly hold screws, nails, drill bits, small tools or other items when you
need a free hand. The A3MP is a third hand to help you out when needed.
Features and Benefits

-- AIM™ System quick attach for mounting without removing belt
-- Fits up to 2” belts
-- Removable magnet panel with hook backing to attach directly to the 24/7
Comfort-Tuff™ Suspenders, Chest Rigs, or Gauntlets
-- Four neodymium magnets to hold smaller items in place
-- Low profile design to keep items close yet out of the way while working
-- Rugged construction to last a lifetime
Colors
-- Patent pending design
Black
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Coyote
AIMS™ MAGNETIC DRILL BIT PANEL
A46-AMDP
The AIMS™ Magnetic Drill Bit Panel builds upon the success of the AIMS™ 3”
Magnetic panel with slim pockets at the bottom to help keep smaller bits from
accidentally being knocked loose. Now you can quickly switch out bits on the job
site without fear of losing your extras in deep pouches or bags.
Features and Benefits

-- AIMS™ quick attach for mounting without removing belt; fits up to 2” belts
-- Removable magnet panel with hook backing to attach directly to the 24/7 ComfortTuff™ Suspenders, Chest Rigs, or Gauntlets
-- Four neodymium magnets to securely hold bits in place
-- Coated Nylon pockets at bottom to catch smaller bits
-- Low profile design to keep items close yet out of the way while working
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Colors
Black
Coyote
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Refer to www.ATLAS46.com for up to date pricing.

AIMS™ MAGNETIC SOCKET PANEL
A46-AMSP
The AIMS™ Magnetic Socket Panel is the newest addition to our AIMS™ Magnetic
Panel line. Single and Double Well versions are available depending on the size
sockets you use. No matter if you are up a ladder or under a car, the AMSP will
keep your sockets in place and ever ready.

SUSPENDER ATTACHMENT FRANKLIN MAGNETIC PANEL
A46-SA-FMP-131
The Suspender Attachment Franklin Magnetic Panel is a versatile, low
profile platform able to quickly hold screws, nails, drill bits, small
tools or other items when you need a free hand. The SA-FMP is a third
hand to help you out when needed.

Features and Benefits

Features and Benefits

-- AIM™ System quick attach for mounting without removing belt
-- Fits up to 2” belts
-- 
Removable magnet panel with hook backing to attach directly to the 24/7
Comfort-Tuff™ Suspenders, Chest Rigs, or Gauntlets
-- Four neodymium magnets to securely hold sockets in place
-- Nylon pockets at bottom
·· Single Well fits up to 1 1/4” socket
·· Double Well fits up to 3/4” socket
-- Low profile design to keep items close yet out of the way while working
-- Designed to work with standard or impact sockets
-- Rugged construction to last a lifetime
Colors
-- Patent pending design
Black
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Coyote

AIMS™ MAGNETIC WRAP
A46-AMW
The AIMS™ Magnetic Wrap is a slim, streamlined platform able to
quickly hold screws, nails, drill bits, small tools or other items when
you need a free hand. The AMW is a third hand to help you out when
needed without taking up much space.
Features and Benefits

-- Quick attach with hook and loop closure
-- Fits on AIMS™ webbing and up to 2” belts
-- Four neodymium magnets to hold smaller items in place
-- Slim, streamlined design to keep items close yet out of the way
while working
Colors
-- Rugged construction to last a lifetime
Black
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Coyote

AIMS™ MAGNETIC WRIST STRAP
A46-AMWS
The AIMS™ Magnetic Wrist Strap allows you to quickly work with your
hands. Grab or hold fasteners or tools with your off hand without disrupting
your work flow. Elastic construction with a hook and loop closure ensures
a snug, adjustable fit.
Features and Benefits

-- Elastic body with hook and loop closure
-- Four neodymium magnets to hold smaller items in place
-- Removable magnetic panel with hook backing can quickly be attached
to loop panels
-- Slim, streamlined design to keep items close yet out of the way
-- Rugged construction to last a lifetime
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Colors

Black
Coyote
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-- One 52lb pull force 3” neodymium magnet to secure items
-- Sleek design to keep items close and out of the way while working
-- D-Ring attachment point for tethering
-- Hook and loop on the top and bottom of the panel allow it to be
used with our 24/7 Comfort-Tuff™ Suspenders (A46-CTS)
-- Rugged construction to last a lifetime
-- Patent pending design
-- Hand crafted in the USA
-- Lifetime Guarantee
Colors

Black
Coyote
MultiCam®

2” FRANKLIN MAGNETIC PANEL
A46-AFMP-122
The AIMS™ 2” Franklin Magnetic Panel is a versatile, low profile
platform able to quickly hold screws, nails, drill bits, small tools or
other items when you need a free hand. The AFMP is a third hand to
help you out when needed.
Features and Benefits

-- Two 26lb pull force 2” Industrial Strength neodymium magnets to
secure items in place*
-- Sleek design to keep items close and out of the way while working
-- D-Ring attachment point for tethering
-- A
 IM™ System quick attach for mounting without removing belt
-- Fits up to 2” belts
Colors
-- Rugged construction to last a lifetime
Black
-- Patent pending design
Coyote
-- Hand crafted in the USA
MultiCam®
-- Lifetime Guarantee

3” FRANKLIN MAGNETIC PANEL
A46-AFMP-132
The AIMS™ 3” Franklin Magnetic Panel is a versatile, low profile platform
able to quickly hold screws, nails, drill bits, small tools or other items
when you need a free hand. The AFMP is a third hand to help you out
when needed.
Features and Benefits

-- Two 52lb pull force 3” Industrial Strength neodymium magnets to secure
items in place*
-- Sleek design to keep items close and out of the way while working
-- D-Ring attachment point for tethering
-- AIM™ System quick attach for mounting without removing belt
-- Fits up to 2” belts
Colors
-- Rugged construction to last a lifetime
Black
-- Patent pending design
Coyote
-- Hand crafted in the USA
MultiCam®
-- Lifetime Guarantee
Refer to www.ATLAS46.com for up to date pricing.
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Refer to www.ATLAS46.com for up to date pricing.
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FIRE FIGHTER LINE
GRAFF RADIO HOLSTER
46ES-ARP-324
The Graff Radio holster was designed to be a secure, durable, lightweight
solution to fit most standard issue Emergency Operations Radios. Made
of heavy duty 1000D Cordura® Nylon, this Radio holster will take a
beating while keeping your Department issued radio secure. Whether
you want it mounted to your belt with the AIMS™ straps or attach it to
the Atkins Radio Strap you know that your radio will stay by your side.

GREENWOOD POCKET INSERT KIT
46ES-CPI-KIT
The Greenwood Pocket Insert was designed to keep your hand tools organized in the cargo pocket of your
turnout pants. With two different panels, you can organize a variety of hand tools such as cable cutters,
utility knives, flashlights, and aluminum wedges. The other panel
offers a generous sized pocket designed for rope, to help lower down
your tools when you on elevated positions so you can avoid having to
carry it down. Use the panels connected with the included detachable
handle or use them separately to spread the weight out between both
of your cargo pockets.

Features and Benefits

-- AIM™ System quick attach for mounting without removing belt
-- Fits up to 2” belts
-- Dual D-rings to attach to Shoulder radio strap
-- Rugged 1000D Cordura® construction to last a lifetime
-- Adjustable elastic cord keeps Radio in holster
-- Loop panel for Identification/morale patches
-- Side mounted elastic webbing to carry a variety of tools
-- Semi-rigid design holds shape while empty
-- Designed to fit most standard issue radios
-- Machine washable/ Air dry
Colors
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Black
Coyote
Red

Features and Benefits

Black
-- Slotted Panel for tools
Coyote
-- Zippered panel for rope or other tools
Red
-- Detachable Handle
-- Rugged 1000D Cordura® construction to last a lifetime
-- Machine washable/ Air Dry
-- Hand crafted in the USA
BRAIDWOOD MASK BAG
46ES-GMP-539

CRASSUS GLOVE POUCH
46ES-SA-NGP-2PR
The Crassus Glove Pouch is perfect to carry two sets of extra medical gloves and
will fit anywhere. You’ll never be without a backup pair of gloves. The pouch
works perfectly with the Atkins Radio Strap, but can fit on any belt up to two
inches. Made of durable 330D Cordura® Nylon, it is lightweight and compact.
With hook and loop closure, you will know that your spare gloves will stay
secure in the pouch.

ADKINS RADIO STRAP
46ES-RPSS
The Atkins Radio Strap is made for comfort, durability and washability.
The Atkins is designed to evenly displace the weight of your standard
issue radio while lessening the weight of your everyday gear load-out.
Made of heavy duty nylon webbing, this thing is extremely tough while
being ridiculously light.
Features and Benefits

-- Heavy duty swivel trigger clips
-- Effectively displaces the weight of your radio and gear
-- Fully adjustable
-- Adjustable sway strap
-- Padded non-slip shoulder panel
-- Rugged nylon webbing to last a lifetime
-- Three slotted webbing panels to carry a variety of extra tools
-- Two stationary loops for your Hand Mic
Colors
-- Machine washable/ Air Dry
Black
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Coyote
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The Braidwood Mask Bag keeps your SCBA Ventilation Mask
safe when not in use. Made of abrasion resistant 1000d Cordura®
Nylon and lined with closed cell foam, this bag is designed to
perfectly fit your SCBA ventilation Mask. It keeps your mask safe
from scratches and dings.
Features and Benefits

Colors
-- AIMS™ compatible
Black
-- Fits up to 2” belts
Coyote
-- Loop panel
Red
-- Identification holder
-- Single hand operation
-- Dual adjustable Standard release buckle closure
-- Padded interior
-- Rugged 1000D Cordura® construction to last a lifetime
-- Machine Washable/ Air Dry
-- Hand crafted in the USA

Features and Benefits

-- Fits two pairs of medical gloves
-- Attach to the Atkins Radio Strap or any Belt
-- Secure hook and loop closure
-- Compact design
-- Machine washable/ Air Dry
-- Hand crafted in the USA

Colors

Colors

Black
Coyote

FIRE INSPECTOR BAG
A46-FIB
Atlas 46 stomps out the fire safety needs by providing the
Fire Inspector Bag! Keep all the tools you need to pass
businesses or homes safely. Use the belt tether to keep this
bag from swaying whenever you are examining something
at ground level. The Interior compartments are designed to
keep you organized, quick, and efficient.
Features and Benefits

-- Made out of Heavy Duty 1000D Cordura
-- Multiple slots to keep your gear organized
-- 2 slots for pens and pencils
-- 1 zippered pocket with weather proof coating
-- A
 IMS™ compatible slots on shoulder strap to attach
additional gear
Colors
-- Padded non slip shoulder pad
Black
-- YKK USA made zippers
Coyote
-- Handles secured by precision tack.
Red
-- Hand crafted in the USA

Refer to www.ATLAS46.com for up to date pricing.
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AIMS™ MURPHY SPEED POUCH WITH NELSON FREEDOM CLIP
A46-MURF-NFC
Nothing adapts for you quicker than the Murphy. Two slim pouches (plus two open
bottom drops) let you quickly switch tools in and out as needed for each new
project. Trade out pliers, snips, cutters, or wire strippers plus dual screwdrivers
or combination nut drivers. Add in a pencil slot and attachment point for a tape
measure, the Murphy is a perfect small job pouch to get you in and out quickly.
Features and Benefits

-- AIMS™ quick attach for mounting without removing belt; fits up to 2” belts
-- Fast, sturdy attachment gets you in and out with just what is needed
-- Rugged construction to last a lifetime
-- Staggered dual plier slots for easy accessibility
-- Double open bottom design screwdriver/combo nut driver slots
-- Versatile design accommodates a variety of tools; pliers, wire cutters, etc.
-- Pen/pencil slot
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Colors

Black
Coyote

Colors

Black
Coyote
MultiCam®
Chartruese
Orange

AIMS™ LARGE DRILL HOLSTER
A46-ADL
Upgrade your gear. The new ADL delivers a better carry option for your larger drills and impacts. Securely
stow your bigger drills while you work around the job site. The addition of a one-handed retention strap
means reduced jostle as you move.
-- AIM™ System quick attach for mounting without removing belt
-- Fits up to 2” belts
-- Rugged 1000D Cordura® construction to last a lifetime
-- Barrel locked elastic cord keeps drill in holster
-- Extra heavy SCUBA webbing for holster rigidity and clothing protection
from most bits up to 4 1/2”
-- Front slotted webbing to carry variety of bits or attach AIMS™ pouches
-- Rigid, reinforced design holds shape while empty
-- Designed to fit most full size 18V-20V Drills and
Colors
-- Right or Left handed configuration
Black
-- Patent pending design
Coyote
-- Hand crafted in the USA
MultiCam®
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-- AIM™ System quick attach for mounting without removing belt, fits up to 2” belts
-- Fast, sturdy attachment gets you in and out with just what is needed
-- Rugged construction to last a lifetime
-- Semi-rigid design holds shape while empty
-- Versatile design accommodates a variety of tools; pliers, wire cutters, etc.
-- Pen/pencil slot
Colors
-- Patent pending design
Black
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Coyote
MultiCam®
AIMS™ 326 POUCH - LR SERIES
A46-LR-A326
To kick off the new Low-Ride series, the A326 was redesigned to sit lower and Cordura®
construction, the LR-A326 is a versatile pouch that will keep you covered.
-- AIM™ System quick attach for mounting without removing belt; fits up to 2” belts
-- Fast, sturdy attachment gets you in and out with just what is needed
-- Versatile design accommodates a variety of tools; pliers, wire cutters, etc.
-- Semi-rigid design holds shape while empty
-- Dropped design to sit lower from the belt
-- Pen/pencil slot
Colors
-- Rugged construction to last a lifetime
Black
-- Patent pending design
Coyote
-- Hand crafted in the USA
MultiCam®

Features and Benefits

Features and Benefits

Features and Benefits

Features and Benefits

AIMS™ DRILL HOLSTER
A46-ADH
Whether climbing a ladder, or on the ground, the ADH (Patent Pending)
keeps your drill on hand when needed, securely stowed when not.
-- AIM™ System quick attach for mounting without removing belt
-- Fits up to 2” belts
-- Rugged 1000D Cordura® construction to last a lifetime
-- Barrel locked elastic cord adjusts tension for different sized drill heads
-- One handed release operation secures drill in place
-- Designed to fit most standard 12V Drills and Impact Drivers
-- SCUBA webbing for rigidity and protection from most bits up to 4 1/2”
-- Front slotted webbing to carry a variety of extra bits or to attach AIMS™ pouches
-- Semi-rigid design holds shape while empty
-- Available in right or left handed configuration
-- Patent pending design
-- Hand crafted in the USA
-- Hi-Viz Available!!

AIMS™ 326 POUCH
A46-A326
AIMS™ 326 Multi Purpose Tool Pouch is the accessory for true grab and go jobs.

AIMS™ PENCIL HOLDER
A46-APH
Because everyone can use more pencil slots, the APH gives you the ability to hold them
where ever you want. Store them on the chest of your Saratoga, the side of your Prescott,
or the outside of your Single Well; the AIM System™ makes the APH as versatile as your
needs demand.
Features and Benefits

-- AIM™ System quick attach for mounting without removing belt
-- Fits up to 2” belts
-- Holds 2 pencils (markers or pens, also), one full length and one shortened
-- Rugged construction to last a lifetime
Colors
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Black
Coyote

AIMS™ DROP - 6”
A46-AD-6
Give yourself room! The new Atlas drop panel gives you the freedom to adjust your
rig and gear to where you want it. The 6” drop allows you to move gear down while
attached to either your belt or AIMS attachment point.
Features and Benefits

-- AIM™ System quick attach for mounting without removing belt
-- Fits up to 2” belts
-- Rugged construction to last a lifetime
-- Dropped design to sit attached pouches lower from belt
-- Pen/pencil slot
-- Semi-rigid design
-- Patent pending design
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Refer to www.ATLAS46.com for up to date pricing.

Colors

Black
Coyote
MultiCam®
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AIMS™ 11n1 POUCH
A46-AKP
The A46-AKP is the perfect pouch to hold your 11-in-1 Screw/Nut Driver. The molded opening allows for
easy access to your go-to tool. Regular and Extended versions available.
-- AIM™ System quick attach for mounting without removing belt
-- Fits up to 2” belts
-- Rugged 1000D Cordura® construction to last a lifetime
-- Interior buffer to help protect against tools tips
-- Shock cord with pull tab for securing tool with multiple setup options
-- Molded opening for ease of access
-- Sewn in magnet to help secure tool
Colors
-- Patent pending design
Black
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Coyote

Colors

Black, Coyote, MultiCam®

AIMS™ HAMMER HOLD
A46-AHH
The AIMS™ Hammer Hold keeps your hammer close by your side. With an elongated
sheath, the A46-AHH reduces hammer jostling while moving.
Features and Benefits

Colors

Black
Coyote
MultiCam®
Chartruese
Orange

AIMS™ NAIL PULLER SHEATH
A46-ANPS
AIMS™ Nail Puller Sheath makes carrying your puller an ease. Long body construction
keeps your puller from swinging while staying secure.
Features and Benefits

-- AIM™ System quick attach for mounting without removing belt; fits up to 2” belts
-- Long sheath length allows secure fit while maintaining easy removal
-- Open bottom to fit a variety of lengths
-- Mil-Spec Nylon construction helps protect from sharp tool edges
-- Slotted webbing for attachment of add on AIM™ System pouches and platforms
-- Rugged construction to last a lifetime
-- Semi-rigid design holds shape while empty
Colors
-- Patent pending design
Black
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Coyote
AIMS™ CHALK LINE POUCH
A46-ACLP
The perfect pouch to keep your chalk line always at the ready. With a wide mouth and
slotted bottom, the AIMS™ Chalk Line Pouch will have you covered.
Features and Benefits

-- AIM™ System quick attach for mounting without removing belt; fits up to 2” belts
-- Rugged 1000D Cordura® construction to last a lifetime
-- Front slotted webbing to carry a variety of extra bits
-- Wide mouth construction for ease of accessibility
-- Slotted openings at bottom to help reduce excess chalk build up
Colors
-- Semi-rigid design holds shape while empty
Black
-- Patent pending design
Coyote
-- Hand crafted in the USA
MultiCam®
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Features and Benefits

-- AIMS™ quick attach mount without removing belt; fits up to 2” belts
-- Rugged 1000D Cordura® construction to last a lifetime
-- Front slotted webbing to carry a variety of extra bits
-- Wide mouth construction for ease of accessibility
-- Semi-rigid design holds shape while empty
-- Patent pending design
-- Hand crafted in the USA
-- Hi-Viz Available!!

Features and Benefits

-- AIM™ System quick attach for mounting without removing belt
-- Fits up to 2” belts
-- Rugged 1000D Cordura® construction to last a lifetime
-- Extra heavy SCUBA webbing
-- Semi-rigid design holds shape
-- Right or Left handed configuration
-- Patent pending design
-- Hand crafted in the USA
-- Hi-Viz Available!!

AIMS™ PRO-FLEX™ TAPE MEASURE POUCH
A46-ATMP-PF
The perfect pouch to keep your tape measure on hand and accessible.

AIMS™ TMP WITH SECURITY FLAP
A46-ATMP-SF-424
The ATMP-SF improves upon the standard pouch by incorporating a removable lid.
You won’t have to worry about jostling your tape measure loose while on the site.
Features and Benefits

-- AIM™ System quick attach for mounting without removing belt
-- Fits up to 2” belts
-- Rugged 1000D Cordura® construction to last a lifetime
-- Removable lid rotates forward out of the way, or opens fully via snap closure
-- Front slotted webbing to carry a variety of extra bits
-- Wide mouth construction for ease of accessibility
Colors
-- Semi-rigid design holds shape while empty
Black
-- Patent pending design
Coyote
-- Hand crafted in the USA
MultiCam®
AIMS™ TAPE MEASURE QUICK SLIDE V2
A46-ATQS-NFC
The AIMS™ Tape Measure Quick Slide is your on the site assist. Slim profile means
it stays out of the way, until needed. A simple design that will hold up to the
everyday rigors of stowing your tape, without tearing up your jeans.
Features and Benefits

-- AIMS™ quick attach for mounting without removing belt; fits up to 2” belts
-- High abrasion resistant webbing to stand up to everyday use
-- Low profile design to stay out of the way until needed
-- Rugged construction to last a lifetime
Colors
-- Patent pending design
Black
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Coyote
AIMS™ PROFESSIONAL TECH POUCH
A46-APTP-SM
AIMS™ Professional Technician’s Pouch is a compact carrier to keep
all your tools and items all in one place.
Features and Benefits

-- AIMS™ quick attach to belt, fits up to 2” belts
-- Three vertical long pockets for slender tools, with wide slip pouch
behind it
-- A
 IMS™ Webbing with front webbing strip for tape measure
-- Lanyard anchor “D” ring for quick attach of items
-- Main pouch slotted webbing to vertically hold tools Colors
-- Deep well slip pouch in back of main compartment Black
Coyote
-- Rugged construction to last a lifetime
MultiCam®
-- Patent pending design
Chartruese
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Orange
-- Hi-Viz Available!!
Refer to www.ATLAS46.com for up to date pricing.
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AIMS™ CLAMP METER POUCH
A46-ACMP-427
AIMS™ Clamp Meter Pouch easily carries your clamp meter. The flapped closure will
keep your meter in the pouch and always ready.
Features and Benefits

-- AIM™ System quick attach to mount without removing belt, fits up to 2” belts
-- Open mouth, deep pocket allows for easy removal
-- Slotted webbing for attachment of add on AIM™ System pouches and platforms
-- Voltage Detector Pouch affixed to side to keep both tools together and ready
-- Rugged construction to last a lifetime
-- Semi-rigid design holds shape while empty
Colors
-- Patent pending design
Black
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Coyote
MultiCam®
AIMS™ VOLTAGE DETECTOR POUCH
A46-AVDP
AIMS™ Voltage Detector Pouch keeps your detector on hand and ready. The flapped
closure keeps your tool securely stowed and ready for when you need it.
Features and Benefits

-- AIM™ System quick attach for mounting without removing belt
-- Fits up to 2” belts
-- Hook and loop flap closure keeps your voltage detector securely stowed
-- Rugged construction to last a lifetime
-- Patent pending design
Colors
-- Semi-rigid design holds shape while empty
Black
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Coyote
MultiCam®
AIMS™ FENCING PLIER SHEATH
A46-AFPS
AIMS™ Fencing Plier Sheath makes carrying your pliers an ease. With a wide mouth and
deep bottom, your pliers will easily stow while staying secure.
Features and Benefits

-- AIM™ System quick attach for mounting without removing belt, fits up to 2” belts
-- Open mouth, deep pocket allows secure fit while maintaining easy removal
-- Mil-Spec Nylon lined interior helps protect from sharp tool edges
-- A
 IMS™ webbing on the front for the addition of pouches and platforms
-- Rugged construction to last a lifetime
Colors
-- Semi-rigid design holds shape
Black
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Coyote
MultiCam®
AIMS™ VERTICAL FASTENER POUCHES
A46-AVFP-438
A46-AVFP-PS-449
AVFP’s make carrying your fencing fasteners an ease. With a wide mouth, you’ll
be able to load and remove items easily. The A46-AVFP-PS-449 includes a slot for
fencing pliers.
Features and Benefits

-- AIMS™ quick attach to mount without removing belt; fits up
to 2” belts
-- Open mouth, deep pocket allows for easy removal
-- Mil-Spec Nylon lined interior helps protect from sharp edges
-- A
 IM™ System webbing on the front
-- Rugged construction to last a lifetime
Colors
-- Semi-rigid design holds shape while empty
Black
-- Patent pending design
Coyote
-- Hand crafted in the USA
MultiCam®
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AIMS™ HORIZONTAL FASTENER POUCH
A46-AHFP-735
AIMS™ Horizontal Fastener Pouch makes carrying your fasteners an ease. Its wide
opening allows items to be added or removed with ease.
Features and Benefits

-- AIMS™ quick attach for mounting without removing belt; fits up to 2” belts
-- Open wide mouth allows for easy removal
-- A
 IM™ System webbing on the front for the addition of pouches and platforms
-- Rugged construction to last a lifetime
Colors
-- Semi-rigid design holds shape while empty
Black
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Coyote
MultiCam®
AIMS™ SPLIT-TOP FASTENER POUCHES
A46-ASFP-744
A46-ASFP-747
AIMS™ Screw Split-Top Fastener Pouch is your sidekick
on the site. With a hook and loop closure lid and split-top
elastic access slot, your nails, screws, and staples will stay
securely stowed while still easily accessible.
Features and Benefits

-- AIM™ System webbing wrapped around the front for the
addition of pouches and platforms
-- A
 IM™ System quick attach for mounting without
removing belt
-- Fits up to 2” belts
-- Hook/loop lined lid for secure closure
-- 
Elastic access slot on top for removing items without
opening lid
-- Rugged 1000D Cordura® construction to last a lifetime
-- Patent pending design
-- Hand crafted in the USA
-- Hi-Viz Available!!

Colors

Black
Coyote
MultiCam®
Chartruese
Orange

AIMS™ SPLIT-TOP FASTENER POUCH INSERT
A46-ASFP-747-IWD
AIMS™ Split-Top Fastener Pouch Insert with Divider helps you get even more
function out of your A46-ASFP-747. With a removable divider, the A46-ASFP-747IWD allows you to carry multiple fasteners without getting mixed up. Colors
Features and Benefits

-- Removable divider to keep fasteners separated.
-- Dual handles for easy removal from A46-ASFP-747(sold separately)
-- Rugged 1000D Cordura® construction to last a lifetime
-- Hand crafted in the USA

Black
Coyote
MultiCam®
Chartruese
Orange

AIMS™ CINCH-TOP FASTENER POUCH
A46-ACFP-525
AIMS™ Cinch-Top Fastener Pouch is a go to pouch for storing any fasteners. With
a bungee cinch closure, your wire nuts, screws, etc. will stay securely stowed.
Features and Benefits

-- AIMS™ quick attach for mounting without removing belt; fits up to 2” belts
-- Bungee cinch with one handed release cord lock
-- Opening cinches down to securely store load when not needed
-- Front slotted webbing to carry a variety of extra bits
-- Wide mouth construction for ease of accessibility
-- Rugged 1000D Cordura® construction to last a lifetime
-- Patent pending design
Colors
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Black
Coyote
Refer to www.ATLAS46.com for up to date pricing.
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AIMS™ JAB SAW SHEATH
A46-AJSS
AIMS™ Jab Saw Sheath keeps your saw secure and on hand, without having to worry about
the blade damaging clothing or other items.

AIMS™ STOWAWAY UTILITY POUCH
A46-ASAUP-D78
The ASAUP is designed to take up little space until needed. Once unfolded,
it delivers over 300 cu in of space for whatever needs to be stowed.

Features and Benefits

Features and Benefits

-- AIM™ System quick attach for mounting without removing belt, fits up to 2” belts
-- Accepts a variety of jab saws and barrel locked elastic cord keeps saw in sheath
-- Rugged construction to last a lifetime
-- Molded insert protects from saw blade
Colors
-- Patent pending design
Black
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Coyote
AIMS™ CUT OUT SPIRAL SAW POUCH
A46-ACOSS
Our ACOSS is designed to hold various cut out saws or longer fasteners. The pouch also has foam padding
in the bottom to protect from bits and a security strap to help retain the cut out tool while moving around.
Features and Benefits

-- AIM™ System quick attach for mounting without removing belt; fits up to 2” belts
-- Open mouth, deep pocket allows secure fit while maintaining easy removal
-- Designed to fit multiple sizes of cut out saws or for longer screw and nails
-- Mil-Spec Nylon lined interior helps protect from sharp tool edges
-- One handed operation security strap to retain tool in pouch while moving around
-- Yellow pull tab on security strap for better visibility
-- Slotted webbing for attachment of add on AIM™ System pouches and platforms
-- Barrel lock to adjust security strap tension
-- Rugged construction to last a lifetime
Colors
-- Semi-rigid design holds shape while empty
Black
-- Patent pending design
Coyote
-- Hand crafted in the USA
MultiCam®

-- AIM™ System quick attach for mounting without removing belt, fits up to 2” belts
-- Hook and loop flap closure keeps your multi-tool securely stowed
-- Lengthened flap fits various sized tools
Colors
-- Rugged construction to last a lifetime
Black
-- Patent pending design
Coyote
-- Hand crafted in the USA
MultiCam®

Features and Benefits

-- AIM™ System quick attach for mounting without removing belt
-- Fits up to 2” belts
-- Rugged 1000D Cordura® construction to last a lifetime
-- Barrel locked elastic cord keeps drill in the sheath
-- Hardened insert keeps the drill bit concealed and protected
-- Front slotted webbing to carry a variety of extra bits or to attach AIMS™ pouches
-- Rigid design holds shape while empty
Colors
-- Patent pending design
Black
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Coyote
MultiCam

®

Features and Benefits

-- AIM™ System quick attach for mounting without removing belt
-- Fits up to 2” belts via quick attach buckles
-- A
 IMS™ webbing on front for the addition of pouches and platforms
-- Rugged double layer 1000 Denier Cordura® construction to last a lifetime
-- Patent pending design
Colors
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Black
Coyote
MultiCam®
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AIMS™ MULTI-TOOL POUCH
A46-AMTP
The AIMS™ Multi-Tool Pouch holds your multi-tool at your side, making sure it is always
there and quickly accessible.
Features and Benefits

AIMS™ PUNCH DRILL SHEATH
A46-APDS
Keep it retro and keep it secure, with the AIMS Punch Drill Sheath. With a hardened insert and
retention strap, the APDS will keep your drill secure and safely stowed.

AIMS™ STOCK AND BARREL
A46-ASBP-NFC
AIMS™ Stock and Barrel Pouch is designed as a quick storage pouch for
any items that do not need to be compartmentalized; from rags to gloves
or anything else.

-- AIM™ System quick attach for mounting, fits up to 2” belts
-- Drawstring with barrel lock to securely contain items
-- Over 300 cu in of space to store various items
-- Collapses down to take up minimal space when not being used
-- Patent pending design
Colors
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Black
Coyote

AIMS™ MINI FLASHLIGHT POUCH
A46-AMFP
AIMS™ Mini Flashlight Pouch keeps your flashlight on hand and ready. The flapped
closure keeps your light securely stowed and ready for when you need it.
Features and Benefits

-- AIM™ System quick attach for mounting without removing belt, fits up to 2” belts
-- Hook and loop flap closure keeps your flashlight securely stowed
Colors
-- Rugged construction to last a lifetime
Black
-- Patent pending design
Coyote
-- Hand crafted in the USA
MultiCam®
LANYARD ANCHOR STRAP
A46-LAS
Lanyard Anchor Strap attaches to any 2” platform, providing a quick base to attach keys
and various items.
Features and Benefits

-- Metal D ring provides a solid attachment point for hooks, carabiners, etc.
-- Convenient hook and loop closure for quick attachment and removal
Colors
-- Fits up to 2” belts and AIMS™ platforms
Black
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Coyote
TAPE LANYARD STRAP
A46-TLS-.75
The Tape Lanyard Strap attaches to A46-LAS or any “D” ring and provides a
quick platform for carrying multiple tape rolls.
Features and Benefits

Colors

-- Strap expands from 7” - 11” to fit your needs
Black
-- Effortlessly handles 6 standard rolls of tape
Coyote
-- Dual gate hooks make the addition and removal of tape an ease
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Refer to www.ATLAS46.com for up to date pricing.
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Suspenders & acc.
AIMS™ D-RING EXTENSION - 2 PACK
A46-ADE
The AIMS™ D-Ring Extension can be attached to any Atlas 46 pouch with
2 inch AIMS™ webbing turning it into a sling carried pouch.
Features and Benefits

-- Quickly attach to 2 inch AIMS™
-- Fits up to 2” AIMS™
-- High abrasion resistant webbing
-- Low profile design to stay out of the way until needed
-- Rugged construction to last a lifetime

3 POINT SUSPENDERS
A46-C3S
The 24/7 Comfort-Tuff™ 3 Point Suspenders bring durability to a classic
design. Combining reinforced stitching with rugged webbing, the C3S
will support you day in and day out without breakingdown.
Features and Benefits

Colors

Black
Coyote

AIMS™ MOBILE PHONE POUCH
A46-AMPP
AIMS™ Mobile Phone Pouch keeps your phone nearby, securely attached to any
AIM™ System platform.
Features and Benefits

-- AIMS™ quick attach for mounting without removing belt, fits up to 2” belts
-- Interior padding for protection
-- Zippered closure helps eliminate sawdust build up
-- Rugged construction to last a lifetime
Colors
-- Patent pending design
Black
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Coyote

-- Lightweight, comfortable design for all day wear
-- Reinforced stitching at stress points
-- 1.5” Poly-webbing construction
-- Three steel 1” trigger snap hooks
-- Fully adjustable front straps and adjustable elastic back strap for
proper fit
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Colors

Black
Coyote

SUSPENDERS HEAVY DUTY
A46-CTS-HD

AIMS™ FLAPPED MOBILE PHONE POUCH
A46-AFMPP
AIMS™ Flapped Mobile Phone Pouch keeps your phone or any other
small item on hand and easily accessible.

Features and Benefits

-- Lightweight, comfortable design for all day wear
-- Front strap loop lining for additional pouches and platforms
-- Heavy-duty 2” Poly-webbing construction
-- Fully adjustable front straps
-- Back strap elastic construction moves with you as you bend
and twist
-- Stay Flat back strap keeps straps from twisting and in place
-- Four heavy duty zinc die cast trigger snap hooks
-- Includes four belt straps and sternum strap
-- Hand crafted in the USA

Features and Benefits

-- AIM™ System quick attach for mounting without removing belt
-- Fits up to 2” belts
-- 330D Cordura™ construction
-- Interior padding for protection
-- Convenient hook and loop closure
-- Rugged construction to last a lifetime
Colors
-- Patent pending design
Black
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Coyote

Colors

AIMS™ WATER BOTTLE POCKET
A46-AWBP-D47
With the AIMS™ Water Bottle Pocket, your hydration is always with you in a
dedicated pocket on your rig. No more having to leave it behind while you work.
Features and Benefits

-- AIM™ System quick attach for mounting without removing belt
-- Fits up to 2” belts
-- Bungee cinch with one handed release cord lock
-- Opening cinches down to snuggly fit bottle
-- Grommet on bottom to help prevent water pooling
-- Doubles as a cinch-top pouch for quick storage
-- Rugged double layer 1000D Cordura® construction to last a lifetime
-- Patent pending design
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Colors
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The CTS-HD builds upon our original suspenders by replacing
the bite clips with steel trigger hooks, giving you stronger support
all around. Our most versatile suspenders beefed up with all
metal hardware. Including our new swivel buckles and twisted
ring attachment points, the buckles lay flat and do not dig into
your body while maneuvering around.

Black
Coyote
MultiCam®

Black
Coyote

PADDED SUSPENDER YOKE
A46-PSY
The A46-PSY is the subtle hero, keeping your A46-CTS-HD in
place and helping to relieve the pressure of your full rig.
Features and Benefits

-- Lightweight ergonomic design for extended use
-- 8 hook/loop attachment straps keep A46-CTS-HD secure and
in place
-- Easily integrates with A46-CTS-HD suspenders
-- Impact resistant closed cell foam padding
-- Rugged 1000D water/abrasion resistant nylon construction
-- Hand crafted in the USA

Refer to www.ATLAS46.com for up to date pricing.

Colors

Black
Coyote
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SA CLAY PENCIL HOLDER
A46-SA-CPH
The A46-SA-CPH keeps your clay pencil and extra carpenter pencils always
ready and securely attached to your A46 suspenders.
Features and Benefits

-- Secure hook and loop closure, plus hook attachment points on rear to secure
to loop on A46-CTS
-- Holds 2 carpenters pencils (full length and shortened) and 1 clay pencil
-- Rugged construction to last a lifetime
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Colors

Black
Coyote

Features and Benefits

-- Secure hook and loop closure, plus hook attachment points on rear to secure
to loop on A46-CTS
-- Interior padding for protection
-- Zippered closure helps eliminate sawdust build up
-- Rugged construction to last a lifetime
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Colors

SA MULTI-TOOL POUCH
A46-SA-MTP
The Suspender Attachment Multi-Tool Pouch securely attaches your
multi-tool to your A46 suspenders, making sure it is always there and
quickly accessible.
Features and Benefits

-- Secure hook and loop closure, plus hook attachment points on rear to secure
to loop on A46-CTS
-- Hook and loop flap closure keeps your multi-tool securely stowed
-- Rugged construction to last a lifetime
-- Semi-rigid design holds shape while empty
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Colors

Black
Coyote

SA MINI FLASHLIGHT POUCH
A46-SA-MFP
The Suspender Attachment Mini Flashlight Pouch keeps your flashlight on hand and
ready. The flapped closure keeps your light securely stowed while attached to your
A46 suspenders.
Features and Benefits

-- Secure hook and loop closure, plus hook attachment points on rear to secure to
loop on A46-CTS
-- Hook and loop flap closure keeps your flashlight securely stowed
-- Rugged construction to last a lifetime
Colors
-- Semi-rigid design holds shape while empty
Black
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Coyote
MultiCam®
SA PENCIL HOLDER
A46-SA-PH
The A46-SA-PH keeps extra carpenter pencils always ready and securely
attached to your A46 suspenders.
Features and Benefits

-- Secure hook and loop closure, plus hook attachment points on rear to
secure to A46-CTS
-- Holds 2 pencils, one full length and one shortened
-- Rugged construction to last a lifetime
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Colors

Black
Coyote
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SA MOBILE PHONE POUCH
A46-SA-MPP
The Suspender Attachment Mobile Phone Pouch keeps your phone on hand yet
out of the way, while securely attached to your A46 suspenders.

Black
Coyote
MultiCam®

SA FLAPPED MOBILE PHONE POUCH
A46-SA-FMPP
The Suspender Attachment Flapped Mobile Phone Pouch keeps your
phone or any other small item on hand and easily accessible.
Features and Benefits

-- 330D Cordura® construction
-- Secure hook and loop attachment to secure to loop on A46-CTS
-- Interior padding for protection
-- Convenient hook and loop closure on flap
Colors
-- Rugged construction to last a lifetime
Black
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Coyote
MultiCam®
SA MINI FLASHLIGHT LEVELER
A46-SA-MFL
The Suspender Attachment Mini Flashlight Pouch keeps your flashlight on
hand and ready. The flapped closure keeps your light securely stowed while
attached to your A46 suspenders.
Features and Benefits

-- Secure hook and loop attachment points on rear to secure to loop on A46CTS, JMA, or ASV
-- Elastic loop to secure flashlight, with one wrap to adjust angle
-- Rugged construction to last a lifetime
Colors
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Black
Coyote
SA MINI FLASHLIGHT POUCH
A46-SA-MFP
The Suspender Attachment Mini Flashlight Pouch keeps your flashlight on hand and
ready. The flapped closure keeps your light securely stowed while attached to your
A46 suspenders.
Features and Benefits

-- Secure hook and loop closure, plus hook attachment points on rear to secure to
loop on A46-CTS
-- Hook and loop flap closure keeps your flashlight securely stowed
-- Rugged construction to last a lifetime
Colors
-- Semi-rigid design holds shape while empty
Black
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Coyote
MultiCam®
Refer to www.ATLAS46.com for up to date pricing.
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Bags & Totes
TOOL TETHER LANYARD
A46-TTL
Whether you need a tie down to keep your tools from falling while up high or just the ability to quickly
have both hands free, the Tool Tether Lanyards will get the job done. Quickly attach via the trigger hook and
adjust with the dual slide SR buckle.
Features and Benefits

-- Rugged die cast zinc trigger hook
-- Dual slide side release buckle for adjustment and quick removal
-- Paracord with barrel lock to anchor and secure most tools
-- Three lengths to choose from (12”, 19”, 26” max length)
-- Red nylon webbing construction for added visibility
-- Available as a Kit, with 1 of each length included
-- Hand crafted in the USA

Features and Benefits

Colors

Red

TRENTON TOOL TETHER LANYARD
A46-T-TTL-.75
The Trenton expands upon our original TTL with added flexible stretch.
Features and Benefits

Colors

-- Rugged die cast zinc trigger hook
Black
-- Adjustable, extends from 12” to 26”
Coyote
-- Tubular webbing with bungee construction for flexible stretch
-- Dual slide side release buckle for adjustment and quick removal
-- Red nylon webbing construction for added visibility
-- Paracord with barrel lock to anchor and secure most tools
-- Hand crafted in the USA
TALLMADGE TOOL TETHER SLING
A46-TM-TTS-1
The Tallmadge: delivering strength and tool security plus added mobility.
Features and Benefits

-- Rugged 2” steel ring pivot point
-- Adjusts from 34” to 64” for preferred fit
-- Tubular webbing with bungee construction for flexible stretch
-- SR buckle with paracord to quickly remove/attach tool to sling
-- Red nylon webbing construction for added visability
-- Paracord to anchor and secure most tools
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Colors
Black
WARNING: Not for personal fall protection; must NEVER be used as
Coyote
a personal safety lanyard. Keep away from rotating or moving parts
Red
and machines. Always properly stow or secure attached tools before
Yellow
ascending or descending. Maximum tool weight: 5lbs or 2.25kg.

TOOL TETHER SLING
A46-TTS
Whether you need to secure your tools from falling while up high or just the
ability to quickly have both hands free, the Tool Tether Sling will get the job
done. Quickly don/doff and adjust with the dual slide SR buckle.
Features and Benefits

-- Rugged 2” steel ring pivot point
-- Adjusts from 34” to 64” for preferred fit
-- SR buckle with paracord to quickly remove/attach tool to sling
-- Red nylon webbing construction for added visibility
Colors
-- Paracord to anchor and secure tools
Black
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Coyote
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A3 LEGACY
A46-A3L
Atlas 46 brings back a piece of our history with a classic pack. Our owner John Carver was approached
almost 30 years ago by an organization working with elite operators to update and perfect an assault pack.
The Atlas A3 Legacy lives up to that history, returning to its roots and delivering a pack that will consistently
perform on the job site, backwoods trails, or on standby as a BoB. Comfort, durability, versatility, and quality
define the A3. Combined with Atlas’ lifetime guarantee, the Legacy will outlast whatever is thrown its way.
-- Patriot made 1000D abrasion resistant Cordura® nylon
-- Heavy Duty #10 YKK® zippers with dual sliders on main compartments
-- Hydration compatible, hydration bladder NOT included
-- Reinforced carry handle capable of heavy carrying
-- Ergonomic shoulder design enables fuller range of motion and arm swing
-- Removable/adjustable sternum strap
-- Fully padded back panel for comfort
-- Stitched with bonded nylon thread
-- Fully adjustable/removable padded waist strap
-- 28” removable sleeping bag/tool roll tie down straps
-- 16” removable top cargo straps
-- Side retention straps with side release buckles
-- As long as America is the land of the free this product is guaranteed for life
-- Hand crafted in the USA

Colors

Black
Coyote
MultiCam®

PRESCOTT PACK
PRESCOTT COMPACT PACK
A46-PBP-STD
A46-PBP-CPT
Whether warning of impending British invasion, disrupting Redcoat supply
lines, or providing medical care to front line Patriots, you need a pack that
adapts to your ever-changing needs. Huge internal carry capacity (Standard:
2100 cu in., Compact: 1300 cu in.) and complete customization through
AIMS™; the Prescott delivers a complete pack system that will out last you.
Durable construction, padded support, and endless configurations make
this pack ready for daily commutes or the harshest job sites.
Features and Benefits

-- Patriot made 1000D Cordura® inside and out
-- Heavy Duty #10 YKK® zippers with dual sliders on main compartments
-- Hydration compatible
-- Reinforced carry handle capable of heavy carrying
Colors
-- Cable tie slots at handle
Black
-- Removable shell forming plastic insert in bottom
Coyote
-- 5 different pockets and pouches to separate your gear as needed
MultiCam®
-- Fully padded back panel for comfort
-- Reinforced bottom lash straps points for attaching additional gear or tools (includes two removable straps
for attaching gear)
-- As long as America is the land of the free this product is guaranteed for life
-- Made in the greatest country in the world
-- PRESCOTT Standard
A46-PBP-STD
·· 27 AIMS™ attachment points to customize for your next job
·· Superior comfort 3/4” closed cell foam padded shoulders
·· Removable/adjustable sternum strap
·· Padded waist belt attachment points with buckle cover provides comfortable wear at the hips
·· Integrated hammer loops at hips
·· Fully adjustable/removable waist strap
-- PRESCOTT Compact
·· 14 AIMS™ attachment points to customize for your next job
·· Superior comfort closed cell foam padded shoulders

Refer to www.ATLAS46.com for up to date pricing.

A46-PBP-CPT
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YORKTOWN TOOL ROLL
A46-YTR
Yorktown Tool Roll is the ultimate tool roll pouch, delivering more
carry options and organization. 4 generously sized pockets (480 in³
total) store a variety of tools, while the back is designed to organize
and quickly find wrench and tool sets. Atlas 46’s Quick Roll System
enables the pouch to easily roll up and condensed for better mobility.

DAVIS MAGNETIC QUICK ROLL
A46-DQR
Have access to your wrench sets whether you lay it flat on a workbench, hang it using the paracord loops,
or secure it to any magnetic surface via the 6 neodymium magnets.
Features and Benefits

Features and Benefits

-- Condensed Quick Roll for Throw N Stow
Colors
-- 4 large front pockets.
Black
-- 11 wrench slot organizer
Coyote
-- 7 multipurpose tool slots
MultiCam®
-- Patriot made 1000D Cordura
Chartruese
-- YKK USA made zippers
Orange
-- 2 carrying handles secured by precision tack.
-- As long as America is the land of the free this product is guaranteed
for life
-- Made in the greatest country in the world
TOOL ROLL POUCHES
A46-TRP-4P
The Tool Roll Pouch lets you adapt your tool kit to the needs of each new job.
With four box pockets and a flat top pocket, the TRP-4P gets you going without
carrying a full tool box. The Tool Roll Pouch XL (TXL-4P) expands upon the TRP4P by widening 2” to allow for longer tools.

A46-TXL-4P

Features and Benefits

-- Four pockets to organize your needed tools and equipment
-- Flat pocket for smaller items
-- Dual satchel style carry handles
-- Three D rings for hanging while working
-- Back strap with side release buckle to keep Tool Roll pouch
rolled while traveling
-- Quick tool slot at top
-- Rugged 1000D Cordura® construction to last a lifetime
Colors
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Black
Coyote
MultiCam®
Chartruese
Orange
DUAL ZIP TOOL ROLLS

A46-TRZ-4P
A46-TXZ-4P
Dual Zip Tool Roll Pouch has zips on the top and side of each pocket. Whether you are opening up your
pockets on the ground or hanging up, tools are guaranteed to stay in place. With four box pockets and a flat
top pocket, the TRZ gets you going without carrying a full tool box.
Features and Benefits

-- Four pockets to organize your toolst
-- Flat pocket for smaller items
-- Double zippers to use when opening either horizontal or vertical
-- Dual satchel style carry handles
-- Three D rings for hanging up while working
-- Cordura® construction won’t bang around like metal tool boxes
-- Back strap with side release buckle keeps Roll pouch rolled while traveling
-- Roll up style allows tote to fit in compact spaces
Colors
-- Quick tool slot at top of pouch
Black
®
-- Rugged 1000D Cordura construction to last a lifetime
Coyote
-- Hand crafted in the USA
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Colors

Black
-- 18 slots for wrenches or similar items
Coyote
-- Shown with following:
MultiCam®
-- SAE 1/4, 5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4
Chartruese
-- Metric 8, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18
Orange
-- Carry handle for easy transportation
-- Dual bungee wraps keep pouch tight and compact
-- Paracord hang straps to hang from hooks
-- Six neodymium magnets with a hypalon nonslip cover to hang from
magnetic surfaces
-- Dual hook and loop flaps to secure wrenches
-- Roll up style allows tote to fit in compact spaces
-- Cordura® construction won’t bang around like metal tool boxes
-- Rugged 1000D Cordura® construction to last a lifetime
-- Hand crafted in the USA

BAYLOR SOCKET ROLL
A46-BSR
Store and organize your sockets in a whole new way with the Baylor Socket
Roll (BSR). Featuring the amazing non-slip Trelleborg hypalon, this chemical
and abrasion resistant material keeps your sockets in place while you’re on
the go. The reinforced handle makes transportation of your sockets effortless.
Features and Benefits

-- Two panels with eleven slots comprised of 1.5” elastic for shallow and
deep sockets
-- Trelleborg Hypalon strips keep your sockets in place
-- Internal carry pouch for ratchet and extensions
Colors
-- Elastic retention slot for carry pouch
Black
-- Roll up style allows Baylor to fit in compact spaces
Coyote
-- Rugged 1000D Cordura® construction
MultiCam®
-- Hand crafted in the USA
-- Lifetime Guarantee
HILLSBORO ROLL TRAVEL KIT
46SO-HR
Whether you need to fix your car, working in the shop, or need a
travel kit for that weekend getaway, the Hillsboro Roll can adapt
to anything you throw at it. It’s perfect for keeping your tools
organized while you work in the shop. You can also use the roll as
a travel kit when you set out on your next adventure.
Features and Benefits

Colors

-- Condensed Quick Roll for Throw N Stow
Black
-- Constructed of 1000D Cordura
Coyote
-- 1 Large Flat Mesh Pocket
MultiCam®
-- 1 Large Flat Cordura Pocket
-- 1 Large Spacious Pocket
-- 3 AIM²S Slot for additional customization
-- 3 Non Skid Zipper Pulls for enhanced grip when wet
-- Hand Crafted in the USA
-- Lifetime Guarantee
Refer to www.ATLAS46.com for up to date pricing.
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GEAR CARRY BAG
A46-GCB
The GCB line provides extra storage for job site tools and accessories. Multiple
size options and rugged construction provide a bag that will hold what is needed,
wherever it is needed.

WRENCH ROLL POUCHES
A46-WRP
The Wrench Roll Pouch is the ideal wrench carrier when there is not much space for extra equipment or
gear. The WRP-20S will take wrenches from 1/8” to 1 1/4” (WRP-14S will take wrenches from 1/8” to 7/8”).
Most importantly, how the pouch is folded when rolled will keep the wrenches in place so they won’t fall
out, and ready for when you need them.

Features and Benefits

Features and Benefits

-- Double layer 1000D Cordura® construction to last a lifetime
-- Multiple sizes to fit user needs
-- Dual satchel style carry handles
-- Dual slider zipper opening
-- Pull tabs to assist with closing of bag
-- Hand crafted in the USA

A46-GCB-1468

Colors

Black
Coyote
MultiCam®

A46-GCB-1046

A46-GCB-1257

KINGS MOUNTAIN TOOL TOTE
46-DIYC-TT-141110
The King’s Mountain Tote is the most customizable tool tote on the market. The
vast amount of storage dwarfs the competition! There’s up to an astonishing 70
available pockets of storage! You can swap out your favorite AIMS™ pouches
between your Saratoga Vest and your King’s Mountain making you ready for
every job imaginable. Once you’ve finished, place your AIMS™ pouches on
your King’s Mountain and begin your journey to conquer your next obstacle.

Features and Benefits
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A46-WRP-14S

ROUND DUFFEL BAG
A46-RDB-D1224
The Round Duffel Bag carries all your essential items in one spacious bag.
Whether headed to the gym or the worksite, the RDB will hold everything
you need.
Colors

Black
Coyote
MultiCam®

-- 1000D Cordura construction to last a lifetime
-- Stow-N-Go Flap for ease of storage/removal of chains
-- Flap and Bag can be laid flat to use as a surface mat while working
-- Extra room above Stow-n-Go Flap for storage of gloves
-- Lower grab handle for two handed carry
-- Chain ID Tag to easily delineate chain bag contents
-- Full length carry handles to reduce stress on stitch points
Colors
-- Bar tacking at stress points for extra support
Black
-- Hook and loop closure with securing strap to keep bag closed
Coyote
-- Storage pouch for carrying cam adjustment tools or extra links
-- Anchoring straps to keep securing straps out of the way while loading/unloading chains
-- Paracord loop for attaching ID tag
-- Hand crafted in the USA
®

A46-WRP-20S

Colors

Black
Coyote

Features and Benefits

-- Astonishing 78 pockets
-- 17 AIMS™ attachment points for added special tool organization and easily
transferred to your Saratoga Vest
-- 53 pockets on the main compartment interior and exterior
-- 14” x 11” main compartment size
-- 23 slots for hand tools
-- 17 pockets for tools
-- 14 AIMS™ attachment points
-- 13 slots for drill bits
-- Constructed of 1000D Cordura®
-- 2 pockets: 1 cargo pocket with 1 stowaway pocket behind it
-- 1500+ cubic inches of space for storage in the main compartment alone
-- Hand crafted in the USA
-- Lifetime Guarantee
HUDSON CHAIN BAG
A46-HCB
Atlas 46’s Hudson CB will easily store your chains out of the way until needed.
With the Stow-N-Go flap, quickly insert/extract your chains without fuss, keeping
them where needed.

-- 
WRP-20S: 20 slots for wrenches or similar items (pockets
ranging from 3/4” to 2 3/8”)
·· WRP-14S: 14 slots (pockets ranging from 3/4” to 1 1/4”)
-- Carry handle for easy transportation
-- Security straps to keep pouch tight and compact
-- Sliding “G” hooks for ease of opening and closing
-- “D” ring on flap for hanging while working
-- Rugged 1000D Cordura® construction to last a lifetime
-- Hand crafted in the USA

Features and Benefits

-- Rugged 1000D Cordura® construction to last a lifetime
-- 2,600+ cubic inches of storage space
-- Dual satchel style carry handles
-- Vertical carry strap on end of bag
-- Removable, adjustable shoulder strap with shoulder pad
-- Zippered exterior end pocket
-- Slip pocket with zippered pouch on exterior side
-- Dual zipper easy access opening flap
-- Hand crafted in the USA

Colors

Black
Coyote
MultiCam®

DELUXE GEAR CARRY BAG
A46-DGCB-161012
The DGCB is your work horse on the job site. With ample storage space, you can load
up with everything needed and get to work without having to make multiple trips.
Features and Benefits

-- Double layer 1000D Cordura® construction to last a lifetime
-- Quadruple layer Cordura® bottom insert for padding and protection
-- 1,900+ cubic inches of storage space
-- Dual satchel style carry handles
-- Removable, adjustable shoulder strap with shoulder pad
-- 4 exterior pockets with webbing dividers and 2 tall end pockets for
additional items
-- Interior and exterior slotted webbing for attachment of add on
AIM™ System pouches and platforms
-- Dual zipper easy access opening flap
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Colors

Black
Coyote
MultiCam®

Refer to www.ATLAS46.com for up to date pricing.
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Miscellaneous
WTF POUCH
A46-WTF
Designed to declutter your space, the WTF pouches come in various sizes to help separate and store. From
ropes to bungee cords to jumper cables, the WTF’s will help eliminate your tangled mess.

KEYBOB
A46-KBOB
Keep your keys safely tucked away until you need them.

Features and Benefits

-- Rugged tubular nylon construction
-- Dual neodymium magnets to strongly hold KeyBOB in place
-- Hand crafted in the USA

-- Nylon construction to last a lifetime
-- Paracord loop to hang pouch out of the way on any hook or with the Barracks Buddy®
-- Hook/Loop lined closure to keep items stowed inside
-- Pull tabs to assist with opening of pouch
-- Four sizes to fit whatever you need to store
-- Sold separately or packaged together
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Colors

Black
Coyote
Orange
Chartruese
CREDIT CARD HOLDER
A46-CCH
The ultra thin Credit Card Holder will get you going with just the essentials.
Features and Benefits

-- Water resistant Cordura® Nylon construction
-- 2” x 2” pocket with hook and loop closure
-- Full height pocket for credit cards
-- Clear view pocket for I.D.
-- Hand crafted in the USA

Colors

Black
Coyote
MultiCam®

MCHENRY FIVE HOOK HANGING SYSTEM
A46-BB
The Barracks Buddy™ (US Patent # 8,783,475) is the perfect solution to the need for more hanging
space. Adaptable to hang where and how you need it, the Barracks Buddy™ won’t let you down.
Features and Benefits

-- Five hooks set up to hang anything from clothes to bags to boots
-- Loop hangers allow for variety of hanging options: on hooks, over rods, etc.
-- Lower loop can be used to adjust the overall hanging length
-- 2” Mil-Spec nylon construction with reinforced stitching
Colors
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Black/Black, Black/Blue
Black/Orange, Black/Yellow
Coyote/Coyote, MultiCam®/Coyote
BARRACKS BUDDY™ SURFACE MOUNT
A46-BBSM
The Barracks Buddy® Surface Mount hooks provide additional hanging
options. Able to be mounted where and how you need them, the BBSM
won’t let you down.
Features and Benefits

-- Two hook set with four mounting screws
-- Each hook is rated to support over 100 lbs. when properly mounted
-- Delrin® acetal resin construction offers higher tensile strength, stiffness,
and creep resistance
Colors

Black
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Colors

Features and Benefits

Black
Coyote
Yellow

MAGNETIC FLEX KOOZIE
MAGNETIC HI VIZ KOOZIE
A46-MK-FL
A46-MK-HV
Our Magnetic Hi-Viz Koozie is the perfect drink holder in any environment. Great
for the job site, grilling, tailgating, float trips, or any time you need a place to stick
your drink.
Features and Benefits

-- Rugged 1000D Cordura® construction
-- Magna-Grip non slip back
-- Neoprene Insulation
-- 3M 9910 Reflective Silver for increased visibility
-- Hand crafted in the USA

Colors

Black
Orange

CONWAY QUIK-CLIP - 2 PACK
A46-CQC-2P
Quickly and securely hold your rags, gloves, etc. out of the way when not needed. The CQC allows items
to be at hand, and not lost in the bottom of a pouch. Each purchase includes (1) standard and (1) long.
Features and Benefits

-- Paracord loop for ease of attachment to D rings
-- Bright orange cord for improved visibility
-- Universal bite clips for Quik-Clip of items
-- Rugged design
-- Short - 4” loop, Long - 7.5” loop
-- Hand crafted in the USA

Colors

Black
Coyote

CONWAY QUIK-SNAP
A46-CQS
Attach the CQS directly to a tool, bag, jacket, etc., gaining the ability to quickly clip for quick hang. Or
change it up and go the other way, affix the CQS to screw eyes, piping, d rings, or almost anything else and
then use the trigger hook to quickly hold what you need.
Features and Benefits

-- Paracord loop to attachment to anything
-- 360º Swivel Trigger Hook
-- Rugged design
-- Short: 4” loop, Long: 15” loop
-- Hand crafted in the USA

Colors

Black/Black
Black/Blue
Black/Orange
Black/Yellow
Coyote/Coyote
Coyote/Orange
Coyote/Red

CONWAY QUIK-SNAP BELT
A46-CQB
The CQB transforms your belt or 2” webbing into a quick attach point. Snap in
keyrings, eyelets, or anything else you need. The Quik-Snap trigger means ease
of adding or removing items.
Features and Benefits

-- Convenient hook and loop closure for quick attachment and removal
-- Fits up to 2” belts and AIMS™ platforms
Colors
-- 360º Swivel Trigger Hook
Black
-- Rugged design
Coyote
-- Hand crafted in the USA
Refer to www.ATLAS46.com for up to date pricing.
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At Atlas 46, we strive to provide you with the highest quality, Made in USA gear and apparel. We are
expanding that mission to include providing the best Made in USA tools. We are proud to partner with
HARDCORE HAMMERS.
ORIGINAL HARDCORE HAMMER
A46-20HC019NC10
This is the original hard core hammer with recessed
milled insert. The recessed milled traction surface
is protected from striking anything but the nail by
the smooth outer rim. This eliminates the need for
two hammers, combining a finish and a framing
hammer all in one.

Features and Benefits

-- Recessed, milled, S7 Tool Steel strike face
-- Dual magnetic nail holder
-- 19 oz. 4140 Tool Steel Head
-- 18” curved handle
-- Natural wood color
-- Proudly Made in USA
BLUNT FORCE SMOOTH FACE HAMMER
A46-20BF019NC11
“If the original Hardcore Hammer is a milled face
AND a smooth face hammer in one, why make a
smooth face hammer?” Well, because there are
different hammers for different pounding needs.
Lots of guys out there swing hammers as a daily
part of their job, yet almost never need them
for driving nails. They need a great hammer for
everything ELSE they need to pound. They just
need some BLUNT FORCE. That’s why we made
a smooth hammer: because “POUND IT” can
mean more than just driving nails.
Features and Benefits

-- Flat, Smooth face
-- Dual magnetic nail holder
-- 19 oz. 4140 Tool Steel Head
-- 18” curved handle
-- Natural wood color
-- Proudly Made in USA

HARDCORE PRY BAR 15”
A46-20HH015PB16
One of the most versatile tools ever created, the Hardcore Pry Bar is the must
have tool for every person that has ever done any work with their hands. Every
tradesman, contractor, homeowner or apartment dweller needs this tool. 15”
long and forged from top quality alloy steel.
Features and Benefits

-- 15” flat pry bar/nail puller
-- Forged from alloy steel
-- Versatile use on every job site
-- Proudly Made in USA

The purchase of these tools are covered with our 46 Day T.R.I. It Policy. We also offer an included 1 year
limited warranty.
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Refer to www.ATLAS46.com for up to date pricing.
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